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Abstra t

This thesis presents methods for estimating the lo ations (in luding depth) of
spheri al olloidal parti les in images re orded in video mi ros opy. Understanding the behavior of olloidal intera tions and di usion is of ru ial importan e in
a vast number of areas. However, sin e the theory fails to predi t the behavior of
several important olloidal suspensions, observations and measurements on the
mi ros opi level are needed. Examples of ommon, everyday olloids are milk,
paint and pharma euti als. The positioning methods developed here an be used
for tra king of parti les in three dimensions observed in video mi ros opy. We
make several suggestions on how the positioning method should be modi ed and
implemented to be used for this purpose.
Paper I introdu es a method based on rotational symmetry to estimate the enter
of ir ular obje ts in images. Standard errors are also estimated. The a ura y
of the estimates goes well beyond sub-pixel a ura y, whi h is validated in a
simulation study. A modi ation of the lo al polynomial kernel estimator for
ensored data is also suggested. In Paper II we estimate the intensity pro les
of parti les at di erent known depths. These intensity pro les are then used
for depth estimation in a template mat hing approa h. The mat hing riterion
takes into a ount both di erent ba kground levels and ensoring of pixel values.
Paper III deals with the estimation of the di usion oeÆ ient from parti le
traje tories observed with measurement noise. The model in ludes two types
of parti les, xed and di using. This is appropriate sin e this is the typi al
situation for parti les in the images onsidered.
ensored regression, olloidal hemistry, depth estimation, di usion
oeÆ ient, nonparametri fun tion estimation, position estimation, rotational
symmetry, tra king, template mat hing, video mi ros opy
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
ipal appli ation is to pharma y, where properties su h as di usion oeÆ ients and intera tion between parti les are important fa tors when
formulating drugs. Here, possible modi ations of for example the surfa e hara teristi s of the olloids are believed to have a large impa t
on modern therapies su h as oral va ines. However, the e e ts of su h
modi ations need to be quantitatively measured and veri ed.

Chapter 1

Introdu tion
The understanding of the behavior of olloidal suspensions is of ru ial
importan e in a vast number of di erent areas. The standard theory
for the intera tions of olloidal parti les, the DLVO-theory (see for example Evans and Wennerstrom (1999)), is merely an approximation, and
experiments have shown that it fails to predi t the behavior of several important suspensions, see for example Cro ker and Grier (1994) and Grier
(1998). Therefore, observations and measurements on the mi ros opi
level are needed if we are to fully understand the behavior of olloidal
systems.
Examples of ommon, everyday life olloidal systems are milk and paint.
In milk, various intera tions between the small (100 nm to 1 m in diameter) olloidal milk fat parti les and proteins suspended in the uid, de ide
whether it oagulates into heese or yoghurt. These intera tions depend
on how the milk was treated before the oagulation. For the se ond example, the pigments in the paint must stay suspended in the liquid in a
an for years, yet, as they are spread on a wall, be able to oagulate fast.
Another example of important everyday olloids are pharma euti als.

The idea is to make inferen e on properties of a olloidal parti le system,
su h as di usion oeÆ ient of the parti le, from a series of light mi ros ope images of moving latex spheres. Figure 1.1 illustrates an example
of what an image from su h a sequen e may look like. The parti les in
these image are spheri al, made of latex (polystyrene), and have all a
diameter of 494 nm. Ea h image onsists of 512 times 512 square pixels
with a side-length of 0.18m. The reason for studying latex spheres, and
in parti ular, of a single size, are that suspension of these kind of polymer olloids an be used to simulate many features of a olloidal system
by varying the solvent and salt on entration. Therefore they are widely
used for studying the behavior of olloidal suspensions, see Evans and
Wennerstrom (1999, hap. 9). For a re ent review of di erent kinds of
mi ros opy used for olloids, see Elliot and Poon (2001).
The apparent di eren es in size and brightness variations of the parti les
are due to di erent depths relative to the fo al plane. Parti les in the fo al
plane are depi ted as small, distin t, bla k spots, while parti les above
or below the fo al plane, are either light or dark in middle, respe tively.
Also, the further away from the fo al plane a parti le is, the larger and
more blurred it appears. This out-of-fo us e e t will give us a method
to estimate the depth of a parti le. It should be mentioned that the
light is pra ti ally onsidered as oherent, whi h is the reason for this
opti al e e t. If light would have been in oherent, parti les o -fo us
would simply be blurred.

This thesis presents te hniques developed for the quantitative study of
di using parti les in a olloidal system using video mi ros opy. The prin-

This thesis introdu es pre ise methods for estimating the lo ations (inluding depth) of parti les in images like the one in Figure 1.1. A highly
pre ise method for estimating parti le enters in the image plane (that is,
the horizontal and verti al oordinates) is presented in Paper I. The stan-
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positioning error is less than one pixel. Standard errors for the position
estimates are also estimated for ea h parti le. Furthermore, we present a
method for nonparametri fun tion estimation when the response values
are ensored. This is needed sin e pixel values in the images are ensored
above a ertain level. The depth is estimated using a template mat hing
approa h, overed in Paper II. The templates are empiri ally onstru ted
using images of parti les at known relative depth to the fo al plane. Ea h
template represents the appearan e of a parti le at a ertain depth z and
the orresponding depth between the templates is 0.2m. In Paper III
we onsider the estimation of the di usion oeÆ ient given a set of parti le traje tories observed with measurement noise. However, sin e some
parti les seem to be xed, a model with two kinds of parti les, xed and
di using, is introdu ed . This is the typi al situation for traje tories of
parti les in images like the one in Figure 1.1. Instead of manually disarding the parti les whi h are xed, the model permits them to be used
in the estimation, whi h is the appropriate approa h sin e they ontain
information on the measurement noise.
The latex parti les in the sequen e images like the one in Figure 1.1 have
been treated in su h a way that the suspended parti les an be assumed
to perform Brownian motion. This is the ase at least for parti les not
too lose to the on ning glasses of the spe imen, sin e the glass surfa es
a t attra tively on the parti les. These sequen e images were solely onstru ted so that estimated properties an be easily veri ed, sin e the true
properties of the suspension are known.

Figure 1.1: A single mi ros ope image in a sequen e of images. The parti les
are all equal in size and the di eren e in the appearan es of the parti les in the
image is an opti al e e t of parti les being at di erent depths relative to the
fo al plane.

Methods ommonly used for measurements on olloidal suspensions make
olle tive measurements of properties for the entire sample, by whi h we
mean that they annot measure properties of ea h single olloid partile. Rather, the properties related to the entire population of olloids
in the suspension is measured. Examples of su h methods are various
light-s attering te hniques, for example dynami light s attering (DLS).
Nu lear magneti resonan e (NMR) and neutron s attering, are also used,
see Evans and Wennerstrom (1999) and the referen es therein.

dard errors of the estimates are between 0.02 and 0.10 pixels, depending
on the appearan e of the parti le, with lower values for parti les loser to
the fo al plane. The method makes use of the rotational symmetry of the
appearan es of the parti les in the image and the a ura y is well less than
the sub-pixel level, by whi h we mean that the standard deviation of the

Previous work using digital video mi ros opy for quantitative olloidal
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studies, have been made by Cro ker and Grier (1996, 1998). There however, the depth of fo us was 500 nm, whi h makes the parti les similar
in appearan e and therefore easier to nd in the images, sin e the soughtafter obje ts in ea h image are similar. In their study, ea h parti le is a
bright spheri al set of pixels and they a hieve sub-pixel a ura y by al ulating the geometri enter of the brightness-weighted entroid, a hieving
standard errors of about 0.1 pixels (where ea h pixel is 85 nm). The shallow fo al depth also restri ts their methods to measurements in olloids
on ned to a rystallized stru ture. In our ase, the depth of fo us is 
15m, resulting in a mu h wider variety of appearan es of the parti les in
the image. The strength of the methods for parti le position estimation
developed here, is that our method is not restri ted to parti les similar in
appearan e. This opens up for position estimation for parti les in a mu h
wider range of depths. What we need however, is rotational symmetry of
the appearan e of parti les in the images.

Paper I: Estimating enters and intensity pro les of spheri al
parti les in mi ros opy

1.1 Guide for the Thesis
Preferred reading order

In Chapter 2, various aspe ts of the images used in this thesis are explained. Chapter 3 overs the main ideas as well as some extensions to
the methods of estimating the parti le lo ations developed in Paper I and
II. In Chapter 4 we propose how the positioning methods an be used
for the tra king of parti les in three dimensions. Problems are also highlighted and possible modi ations are dis ussed. Chapter 5 onsists of
two supplementary simulation studies related to Paper I.
If a qui k start is preferred, Paper I and II should be read rst and then
Chapters 2 through 5. There is no preferred order of when to read Paper
III.
5

This paper deals with estimation of parti le position in the image plane.
The underlying assumption for the estimation is the rotational symmetry
of the appearan e of parti les. For a parti le with true enter at x 2 R2 ,
the main idea is to use the minimizer of
X
X
S (y) = min
I f (r (y)) 2 =
I f^(r (y)) 2
(1.1)
f

2C 2 2Nx

i

i

2Nx

i

i

i

i

for y 2 R2 , where I for i 2 N are the pixel values in a neighborhood
of pixel lo ations lose to x and r (y) the distan e between the andidate
enter y and pixel lo ation i. Furthermore, C 2 is the set of fun tions
f : R 7! R with se ond order ontinuous derivative and symmetri in r.
We al ulate f^ using a lo al quadrati kernel estimator with (appropriately hosen) bandwidth h. The idea behind minimizing the equation
above is to nd the position of (lo al) maximum rotational symmetry.
i

x

i

We also present a method for estimating the standard error of ea h partile enter estimate, by using a sandwi h estimator, see for example Owen
(2001). A simulation study shows that these standard error estimates
are onsistent with the observed root-mean-square errors of the position
estimates. The standard errors of the parti le position estimates depend
on the depth of the parti le, and are in the range of 0.02 to 0.10 pixels,
with larger values for depths further away from the fo al plane. This
is omparable to the results of Cro ker and Grier (1996), however our
method is not on ned to parti les of similar appearan e.
A method for nonparametri fun tion estimation when the response values
are ensored at a xed level, is also introdu ed in this paper. We modify
the lo al quadrati kernel estimate to take are of the ensored values
under the assumption of normally distributed observation errors. We
have not found this anywhere else in the literature.
Supplementary studies for this paper an be found in Chapter 5 where
we investigate the bias and the mean squared error when estimating the
6
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intensity pro les, in parti ular when the bandwidth is varied. Furthermore in Chapter 5, the way the standard errors depend on the size of the
neighborhood N , for parti les at di erent depths, is investigated.

Paper III: Estimation of the di usion oeÆ ient in a mixture
model

x

Paper II: Depth estimation of olloidal parti les in mi ros opy

Having found the parti le enter, the depth is estimated by omparing
the pixel values I and distan es r (y), with templates (intensity pro les)
of the appearan e of parti les at di erent depths. The templates are
onstru ted by estimating the intensity pro les of a parti le at known
distan es relative to the fo al plane. The distan e in depth between ea h
template is 0.20m. The mat hing riterion we propose here takes are
of di erent ba kground intensities and possible ensoring of pixel values,
both of whi h are important features of the images onsidered.
i

i

This empiri al approa h to template onstru tion was hosen sin e theoreti al derivation of the appearan e of the latex parti les at di erent
depths seems diÆ ult. For example, a ray-tra ing methods su h as Fourier
opti s, used by for example Young et al. (1998) for onstru ting templates
in DIC mi ros opy, does not work here sin e the wavelength of light is
in the same order of magnitude as the size of the parti les. An alternative and more advan ed approa h to Fourier opti s is to use Mie-theory,
whi h was used by Ovryn and Izen (2000) to predi t the appearan e of
a polystyrene sphere of diameter 7m. However this is 14 times bigger
than the parti les onsidered here and it is un lear to what extent this
approa h an be applied to our parti les. In fa t, the imaging of spheri al
obje ts is still a topi of large theoreti al interest in the opti s resear h
so iety.

In Paper III we estimate the di usion oeÆ ient given a set of parti le
traje tories performing Brownian motion, observed under measurement
noise. However, sin e some parti les seems to be xed, a model is introdu ed with two kinds of parti les, xed and di using. We regard the
problem as an in omplete data problem sin e we do not know a priori
whi h parti les are really di using. The maximum likelihood estimator
is omputed via the EM algorithm, see Dempster et al. (1977), and it is
shown to be strongly onsistent and asymptoti ally normal, as the number of parti les approa hes in nity, under a reasonable restri tion on the
parameter spa e. A simulation study shows that the method is robust
even for large measurement errors, and that the estimated parameters
are approximately normally distributed even for small sample sizes.
The position estimates of the parti les used in this paper are integer valued. They were estimated using a ltering te hnique alled the rotational
Hough Transform whi h is a ommon tool in image pro essing used for
ir le dete tion in images. See for example Gonzales and Woods (2002)
or Kerbyson and Atherton (1995). For the full details on estimating these
traje tories, the reader is referred to Kvarnstrom (2002). The reason for
not using the methods developed in Paper I and II for the traje tories in
this paper, is that Paper III was written rst.

Other parti les at known depths were used to validate the estimation
pro edure. The root-mean-square error is on luded to be at least in the
order of the distan e in depth between the templates, that is 0.2m, at
least for parti les not too far away from the fo al plane.
7
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values. This means that zero means bla k while 255 means white. For
pixel values in between, the larger the magnitude, the brighter the shade
of gray.
An important e e t of this trun ation to integer values is that we get ensoring of pixel values above 255. This is dealt with both in the estimation
of parti le enters in Paper I, and the template mat hing pro edure of
nding the depth in Paper II. In Figure 2.1 we illustrate ensoring by
zooming in on two parti les from Figure 1.1. Below ea h image, the pixel
values surrounding the estimated parti le enter (using the method of
nding the position of maximal rotational symmetry from Paper I) are
plotted versus their orresponding distan es to the enter. We do not have
ensoring for pixel values below 0, however there seems to be a lower limit
of pixel values around 30-35. If this is ensoring or not is not known.

Chapter 2

Data
There are two kinds of images onsidered in this thesis, sequen e images
and z-s ans. Sequen e images are the ones used for inferen e on properties of the olloidal parti les. An example of su h an image is given in
Figure 1.1. Z-s ans are images of parti les at known relative depths from
the fo al plane and they are mainly used for onstru ting the templates
used in the depth estimation. In this hapter, we will explain the various
aspe ts of the images together with the general setup of how the images
were onstru ted.

2.1 Instrument setup
Latex parti les made of polystyrene with a diameter of 494nm were pla ed
between an obje tive and a over glass and sealed. The illumination
onsisted of oherent light. The sample was studied in a Zeiss Axiovert
135 TV mi ros ope equipped with a Newi on video amera. The video
signal was then digitized and stored as TIF les.

2.2 Sequen e images
The image in Figure 1.1 is an example of what a sequen e image looks
like. These are the kind of images that will be used to make inferen e on
the properties of the olloidal system of parti les. On the left in Figure 2.2
we have zoomed in on the middle region of size 256 times 256 pixels of
the sequen e image in Figure 1.1. To the right of this, the same region in
the next onse utive image in the sequen e is shown. The movement in
the image plane of the parti les between two onse utive images are on
the s ale of a few pixels. In Figure 2.3 we display the di eren e between
the two images and if it was not apparent from Figure 2.2, we see here
that most of the parti les have moved.

Pixel values are stored as unsigned integers in 8 bits. The pixels assumes
integers between 0 and 255 whi h are interpreted as gray s ale intensity

Ea h image in the video sequen e onsists of 512 times 512 pixels. Ea h
pixel has a side length of 180 nm. The fo al plane is set at a depth
approximately between the over and the spe imen glass of the sample
spe imen. The maximal di eren e in depth (relative to the fo al plane)
is believed to be 15m. Therefore, the domain in whi h the parti les
are on ned, and are available for our inspe tion through the images,

9
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Figure 2.2: Magni ed part of two onse utive sequen e images. The displa ement in the image plane of the parti les between two onse utive images is on
the s ale of a few pixels. In Figure 2.3 we display the di eren e between the two
images.
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Figure 2.1: Zooming in on two parti les in Figure 1.1 to illustrate ensoring of
pixel values at 255. Below ea h image the pixel values surrounding the estimated
parti le enter are plotted versus the distan es to the estimated enter. This
gure also demonstrates that the rotational symmetry assumption of pixel values
surrounding a parti le enter is reasonable.

Figure 2.3: The di eren e between the two images in Figure 2.2. Mid-gray
represents zero. Noti e that movement in depth is also apparent for some partiles.

is a box with equal length of the sides of about 90m, and a depth of
(approximately) 30m.
11

Even and odd frames

The images are re orded at video rate, whi h is 50 images (or frames) per
se ond. In pra ti e however, only half of the rows in ea h image ontain
12
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new information. The amera re ords only half of the rows at ea h s an,
alternating between the even and odd rows (also alled the even and
the odd elds) and dupli ates this information to the rows whi h were
not s anned. The images are alled even and odd frames, respe tively,
depending on whether the even or the odd rows were updated. The
images of Figure 2.4 show the same region zoomed in, for two onse utive
frames, one even and one odd. Note that the pixels look re tangular,
this is be ause of the dupli ation of pixel values from the rows that was
updated to the ones that where not.
There are three possibilities on how to deal with even and odd frames in
the image sequen e; interla ing, interpolating, or raw images. Interla ed
means that two onse utive frames (one even and one odd) are interla ed
into a single image, using the even rows from the even frame and the
odd from the odd frame. However, sin e there is an interval of a 1=50 of
a se ond between the even and the odd frame, this will ause problems
when we are observing moving parti les, whi h is the ase here. Figure 2.4
illustrates this problem with interla ing two onse utive frames. Clearly,
interla ing is not a good idea when observing moving parti les. An alternative is to interpolate the pixel values. We use the updated rows (that
is, even rows for even frames) and interpolate these to the pixel values on
the non-updated rows (that is, odd rows, for even frames). In the bottom
left image of Figure 2.4 we have displayed the linearly interpolated version
of the even frame (lo ated straight above in the gure). However, what
interpolating does, is just making the image look ni er to the eye; we do
not add information, rather, if anything, we distort the information.
For sequen e images we will therefore use the raw images, by whi h we
mean that we use ea h frame separately. Pra ti ally ea h frame is an
image onsisting of 256 times 512 pixel values. The oordinates (pixel
lo ations) to these pixel values then alternates between the two pixel loations. See the upper images of Figure 2.4. The important thing is
therefore to keep tra k of the lo ation to whi h ea h pixel value orresponds to; the upper pixel for the even images and the lower for the odd
images. This is important sin e it is these lo ations that orrespond to
the physi al lo ations whi h we are interested in measuring.
13

(a)

(b)

( )

(d)

Figure 2.4: Illustration of even and odd frames (images) and the problem with
interla ing two onse utive frames. The two upper images are the same area
zoomed in for two onse utive frames, a) is an even image and b) is an odd
image. Note the dupli ation of pixel values between rows, making the pixels to
look re tangular. The interpolated version of a) is shown in ) and the resulting
interla ed version, using the even frame for even rows and the odd frame for the
odd rows, is shown in d).
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glass surfa e of the spe imen, and then the spe imen was moved relative
to the opti s of the mi ros ope. However, there are other parti les than
the adsorbed ones present in the z-s ans. In Figure 2.5 the parti les labelled with numbers are adsorbed on the glass. These 22 parti les are the
ones that were pra ti ally xed in position through all z-s ans. (We write
"pra ti ally" sin e they are moving slightly, about 2 pixels throughout
the entire sequen e of z-s ans.) As seen, there are several other parti les
present, some of whi h are moving but also some whi h are xed in position but not adsorbed on the over glass. Sin e the z-s ans are used to
depi t xed parti les, they are presented in interla ed format; we will see
that the interla ing e e t is visible for moving parti les.

5
20
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19
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21
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18

10
4

14
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13
2
Figure 2.5: Z-s an of parti les 3.0m below the fo al plane. The 22 labelled
parti les are the ones whi h are adsorbed on one of the on ning glasses of the
spe imen and present in all 73 z-s ans. The other parti les in the image is
either moving or not at the same depth relative to the fo al plane as the labelled
parti les.

2.3 Z-s ans
In order to know what parti les look like at various depths from the fo al
plane, z-s ans were onstru ted. In Figure 2.5 we display the z-s an at
depth approximately 3.0m below the fo al plane. We have 73 z-s ans at
our disposal ranging from 7.2m below to 7.2m above the fo al plane.
The distan e in depth between two onse utive z-s ans is 0.2m.

In Figure 2.6 we have zoomed in on the region ontaining the parti les
labelled 6, 8, 10, 11, and 12 for the z-s an in Figure 2.5 and for three
other z-s ans. Note that parti les below the fo al plane are bright in the
middle and parti les above the fo al plane are dark in the middle.
Here it is lear that other parti les are present in the z-s ans. We also
see the same kind of interla ing e e t for moving parti les as we saw in
Figure 2.4; look at the parti le to the right above parti le number 12 in
image a). Furthermore, there are parti les that seem to be xed, but
at another depth; these are the more vague parti les, for example to the
right below parti les 6 and 12. These are parti les adsorbed somewhere
else in the spe imen, possibly on the outer surfa e of the glass. Note
also the bla k dot to the left of parti le number 11, whi h looks the same
throughout all z-s ans and is probably a stain or defe t in the opti s. In
) we also see that mobile parti les in the spe imen sometimes o lude
the 22 xed parti les; see parti les number 8 and 11 in ).

The z-s ans have been onstru ted by letting parti les adsorb on the over

Most importantly however, the 22 labelled parti les in Figure 2.5 seem
to be at a slightly di erent depth relative to ea h other. In Figure 2.6
this is learly visible in the z-s an b), orresponding to parti les at the
fo al plane, and in z-s an d). Parti les 8 and 12 seem to be slightly more
above the fo al plane (sin e the are larger and dark in the middle than
the others). The same is true for all z-s ans and this also applies to the
parti les labelled 15, 17, 20 and 21 in Figure 2.5. This was also validated
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when estimating the depth of the parti les in the z-s an in Paper II, see
below.
This observation is important when the z-s ans are used for onstru ting
templates for depth estimation, and also when validating the performan e
of the depth estimation. The templates for depth estimation in Paper II,
were onstru ted using mainly the parti le labelled number 6. In z-s ans
where parti le 6 was o luded by a moving parti le, parti le 14 was used.
This way, we onstru ted templates of the appearan e of parti les at
depth indexed by the z-s ans, enabling us to estimate the depth of the
rest of the parti les in the z-s ans by omparing the appearan e of the
parti les to the templates. Of ourse, sin e we only had templates for
parti le appearan e indexed by the z-s ans, the pre ision in the depth
estimation will be limited by the distan e in depth between the z-s ans,
at least if no other assumptions are made. Note that sin e we only have
a nite number of templates, estimating the depth this way is a kind of
a lassi ation problem.

10

11

11

( )

(d)

Figure 2.6: Zooming in on four z-s ans. a) is the same z-s an as in Figure 2.5
and b) is the z-s an orresponding to parti les at the fo al plane. ) and d) are
z-s ans orresponding to 7.2m below the fo al plane and 3.0m above the fo al
plane. Note that there are other parti les present and that the labelled parti les
are (partially) o luded for some z-s ans.
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When estimating the depths in the z-s ans, we raised doubts about if all
adsorbed parti les in fa t were at the same depth. The parti les labelled
8, 10, 15, 17, 20, and 21 were easily re ognized as having an o set in
depth relative to the parti les 6 and 14, whi h were the ones used for
template onstru tion. However, there were also some disturbing depth
estimates for other parti les. The grounds for these doubts were that
when the depth of supposedly adsorbed parti les were estimated, there
seemed to be a systemati error in the their estimated depths in the order
of one z-s an above or below the depth of the template. (See also the next
se tion.) One should keep in mind that the parti les are approximately
0.5m in diameter and the distan e between z-s ans are 0.2m. Hen e,
the distan e between two onse utive z-s ans is smaller than the radius
of the parti les. Therefore, some u tuations in estimated depth may be
a ounted to the un ertainties in the true a tual depth of the parti les in
the z-s ans.
18
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2.4 Use of the z-s ans in Paper I and II
In Paper I we restri ted the number of depths onsidered in the parti le
position estimation. We used the z-s an of parti les at the fo al plane
together with every third z-s an below and above, up to a maximal displa ement in depth of 4.2m. We indexed these from -7 to 7. Parti le
number 6 was used when onstru ting the true intensity pro les used in
the Simulation Study (it is also this parti le that is displayed in Figure
2 in Paper I) and in the Result se tion, parti les 6, 7, 13, 14, 19 and 19
were used when estimating the standard errors for real data.
In Paper II we onstru ted the templates using the parti les labelled 6
and 14. We used 61 z-s ans (of the total amount of 73), from 6m below,
to 6m above the fo al plane, and they were indexed from -30 to +30.
In a pre-study, we estimated the depth for all non-o luded parti les in
all z-s ans and by looking at the median of the o set in estimated depth,
relative to the template parti les and al ulated over all depths, three
ategories of parti les stood out; the six parti le mentioned above, whi h
were 2 z -indi es, that is 0.4m, above the template; parti le 1, 3, 5 and
9 whi h were 0.2m below the template; the remaining 12 parti les had
median o set equal to zero, relative to the template parti le. It was this
latter ategory that was used in the Results se tion of Paper II, however,
parti les 2 and 4 were not part of the study.
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z 2 R, we have

for i 2 N ;
(3.2)
where f is alled the intensity pro le for depth z . The image noise,
 for i 2 D , is assumed to be normally distributed with isotropi ally
orrelated pixel values. The intensity pro le is furthermore assumed to
be a smooth fun tion f : R 7! R with at least two ontinuous derivatives
and symmetri in r. Furthermore, 2 R orresponds to the ba kground
intensity in the image and this is generally di erent for ea h parti le. This
is an important fa tor to take into a ount when estimating the depth.
I = f (r (x)) + + 
i

z

i

i

x

z

i

Chapter 3

Position Estimation
3.1 Model of the appearan e of pixels in the images
We denote an image by I . This is e e tively a matrix of pixel values I
for pixel lo ations i = (i1 ; i2 ) 2 D  Z2, where D is the set of pixel
lo ations i for whi h the image is de ned. We will use the terms pixel
and pixel lo ation inter hangeable to mean the same thing when no risk
of ambiguity exists.
i

I

I

A parti le enter is denoted by x = (x1 ; x2 ) 2 R2 , and to ea h parti le, we
asso iate a set N  D of pixels in the image I alled the neighborhood
of the parti le at x. Typi ally, we let

I

In Figure 3.1 we display zoomed-in sub-images of what the parti les look
like at di erent depths. The true depth between to onse utive indi es is
0.2m and index 0 represents the fo al plane. These sub-images are from
the z-s ans. The rotational symmetry assumption seems reasonable, at
least for parti les not too lose to the fo al plane.

3.2 Estimating parti le positions in 2-D
The idea for estimating the parti le enter in 2-D goes as follows. For a
parti le lo ated at x 2 R2 , we use the minimizer of equation (1.1) repeated
here for onvenien e
X
X
S (y) = min2
I f (r (y)) 2 =
I f^(r (y)) 2
2C
f

2Nx

i

i

2Nx

i

i

i

i

The main assumption is that, for a parti le enter at x 2 R2 and at depth

for y 2 R2 , as an estimate of x. The idea behind minimizing equation (1.1), is to nd the position of (lo al) maximal rotational symmetry.
This method of estimating the parti le enter in the image plane to subpixel a ura y is dealt with in Paper I.
In pra ti e, we al ulate f^ using a lo al quadrati kernel estimator with a
Gaussian kernel with (appropriately hosen) bandwidth h. Referen es on
nonparametri fun tion estimation are, for example Hastie and Tibshirani
(1990), Fan and Gijbels (1996), or or Gyor et al. (2002). In Paper I, we
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x

I

N = fi 2 D : r (x)  r
x

I

i

max

g;

(3.1)

where r (x) is the Eu lidean distan e from the parti le enter x to the
pixel lo ation i, and r is an appropriately hosen distan e.
i

max
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estimate of the derivative of f is pra ti ally given to us for free using a
lo al quadrati , and the derivative is needed when estimating the standard errors (see Paper I for details). The Gaussian kernel was hosen
sin e it is smooth and has unbounded support, whi h makes the fun tion
S di erentiable. Regarding the hoi e of bandwidth, simulation studies
have shown that the hoi e of bandwidth is not very important when
estimating the parti le enters (see Chapter 5). This is good, sin e one
of the main ideas with this method (that is, minimizing equation (1.1))
of estimating parti le enters, is that it should be appli able to parti les
with di erent appearan es, as long as they look rotational symmetri in
the image. The idea presented in Paper I was to use a pilot bandwidth
h of 0.7 to nd a rst, preliminary parti le enter and then update this
bandwidth with a ross-validation study. Then the nal enter estimate
is al ulated using the updated bandwidth.
pilot

Regarding the neighborhoods, we will in Chapter 5 ondu t a study of
how the standard errors in the 2-D estimation depends on r . Also,
when two or more parti les are lose together however, the assumption
in (3.2) these ir ular neighborhoods with a xed r does not apply,
if the neighborhoods of the parti les interse t. In Chapter 4, we will
present a way to ir umvent this, by adaptively sele ting the shape of the
neighborhood a ording to nearby parti les. Another aspe t on erning
the hoi e of neighborhood N by (3.1), is that it depends on the unknown
enter x. Nevertheless, if we are given an approximate parti le enter
y0 , we let N = N 0 where N 0 is de ned by equation (3.1) for x =
y0 . Approximate parti le enters an be given either manually, or by
some automati image analysis method. Below, we will present one su h
automati method.
max

max

The appearan es of parti les at di erent depths relative to the
fo al plane. Sub-image 0 orresponds to a parti le at the fo al plane, and subimages with negative and positive labels are below and above the fo al plane,
respe tively. The distan e in depth between two onse utive label numbers is
0.2m.
Figure 3.1:

x

x

introdu ed a modi ation of the lo al quadrati kernel estimates when
the response variables are ensored above a ertain (known) value. We
all this ensored regression. If nothing else is said however, when talking
about the lo al quadrati kernel estimate, we mean the standard lo al
quadrati kernel estimates, without taking are of ensored pixel values.
A simulation study, the results of whi h are presented in Paper I, showed
that the di eren e in estimating the parti le enter is very small between
using the ensored and standard lo al quadrati method.

y

Candidate parti le

y

enters

The reason for hoosing the lo al quadrati kernel estimate as nonparametri method, instead of for example a spline smoother, is that the

Before we an estimate the parti le enter by minimizing the riterion (1.1),
dealt with in Paper I, we need to have a rst approximate position. We
all these approximate positions andidate parti le enters. Candidate
parti le enter are usually integer valued positions if they are the results
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from an image analysis stage using some ltering te hnique (with appropriate post-pro essing). For tra king in sequen e images however, we will
use the position estimates in the previous image as andidate parti le
enters and this is dealt with in Chapter 4. Below, we will present one
idea to a ltering te hnique for getting andidate parti le enters.

speeds up things onsiderable. Assuming there are n pixels in N , the
al ulation of W takes O(n2 ) multipli ations into a ount, whi h for the
original minimization of equation (1.1) has to be done for ea h y sin e
the distan es r (y) are di erent for ea h y 2 R2 . Given the matrix W ,
the al ulation of S (y) takes n2 multipli ations.

Lo al maximal rotational symmetry

y

i

Note that this approa h is di erent from the method of minimizing (1.1),
in the way that N here hanges with y. In (1.1) we rst x the neighborhood N and then sear h for the minimizer of S (y). Therefore, in order
to separate the two sums, we denote by S , the pixel-wise al ulation of
S introdu ed above
X
X
X
S (y) =
I f^(r (y)) 2 =
I
W I 2
(3.3)
y

x

We will here introdu e a (non-linear) lter that ould be used to nd
positions of lo al maximal rotational symmetry. It is also presented to
give the avor of the diÆ ulties one run into when trying to automati ally
nd the obje ts of interest in an image, parti ularly when the sought-after
obje ts are di erent in appearan e.
The main omputational e ort in the minimization of (1.1), is spent on
al ulating the nonparametri estimate of the intensity pro le f at ea h
andidate position y. In parti ular, mu h of the e ort is spent on alulating the distan es r (y) and the inter-distan es between these, whi h
are needed when al ulating the weights in the equivalent kernels. Ea h
estimate f^(r (y)) in a lo al quadrati kernel estimate an be written as a
linear ombination of response values (pixel values):
X
f^(r (y)) =
W I
i

i

i

j

2Ny

ij

j

for all i. The ith row of the matrix W is the equivalent kernel for the
estimated value at point r (y). The elements in the matrix W only depend
on r (y) and the bandwidth h. (This is however not true if we use the
modi ed version of the lo al quadrati kernel estimate, that takes are of
ensored pixel values.)
i

i

pix

pix

2Ny

i

i

i

2Ny

i

i

j

2Ny

ij

j

for y 2 D . The matrix W does not depend on either y or the pixel
values I whi h is the important fa t about S . It depends only on the
bandwidth h and the radius of the neighborhood r .
I

i

pix

max

In Figure 3.2a we display a sub-region of a sequen e image. In b) we
display S omputed for this image with r = 6 and bandwidth h =
0:7. Sub- gure ) is the same as b) but displayed as a ontour plot. The
idea is to use the lo al minima of S as andidate parti le enters.
pix

max

pix

Now we an use morphologi al operations to nd the lo al minima. The
lassi al referen e of morphology in image analysis is Serra (1982). To
extra t the minima, we will preform an operation alled bottom hat. It
is de ned as follows. First we de ne a stru turing element B , whi h we
here let be a ball in the image plane of radius r. For an image J , the
losing J of J using stru ture element B is de ned as
B

J (i) = min f max J (m)g
B

2

2

If y 2 D , that is, if the andidate enter is an (integer valued) pixel
lo ation, and we use N as neighborhood, the set of distan es r (y) for
i 2 N are the same for all y 2 D (apart of ourse from pixels near the
boundary of the image). Therefore, sin e the matrix of equivalent kernels
depend only on r (y), the matrix W only has to be al ulated on e. This

where B is the stru ture element entered at i. Finally, the bottom hat
of J is de ned as the di eren e
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between the losing J and the original image J . In Figure 3.2d, the
bottom hat of S in Figure 3.2b is shown, using a ball with radius 3 as
stru turing element (that is, all pixels within radius 3 from origo).
B

pix

All values in the bottom-hat ltered S that are below a ertain threshold t are set to zero, and the largest element in ea h onne ted omponent
in this thresholded image is denoted a andidate parti le enter. In Figure 3.3, we have plotted the original sub-image from Figure 3.2, together
with the andidate parti le enters using threshold t = 10. As seen from
the gure, the operation with nding the positions lo al rotational symmetry works fairly well, most of the true parti les have been found and
only a few false parti les were found. The true parti les that were missed,
were all parti les lose to other parti les. The reason for this is of ourse
that parti les lose together, disrupt the rotational symmetry.
pix

(a)

(b)

One problem with using a ltering method like the one illustrated above,
is the large number of parameters, whi h were here hosen more of less
ad ho . The parameters here are four: the bandwidth h, the size of the
neighborhood r , the radius r of the stru turing element, and nally,
the threshold t.
max

Even though a ltering step like this is not good enough for nding all
parti les present in an image, it ould be used as a "wat h-dog" to look for
"intruder parti les" that omes into the image domain as we are tra king
parti les.
( )

(d)

Figure 3.2: A sub-region of an sequen e image a), together with its Spix in
b). In ) we display the logarithm of Spix as a ontour plot instead, making
it somewhat easier to lo alize the lo al minima in Spix , whi h are to used as
andidate parti le enters. In d) we show the result of a morphologi al operation
alled bottom hat to Spix . In Figure 3.3, the result after thresholding the image
in d) an be seen.
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3.3 Estimating the depth
The idea for estimating the depth, as presented in Paper II, goes as follows. After a parti le enter has been estimated in the image plane, we
estimate the depth by omparing the pixel values I and their distan es
r (^x) from the estimated enter x^ with a set of templates intensity pro les
of what parti les look like at di erent depths. The orresponding depth
of the one that gives the best orresponden e is the estimate of the depth
of the parti le. Consequently, what it omes down to, is to onstru t
i

i
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In Figure 3.1 we have displayed the appearan e of parti les at a subset of
depths used for template onstru tion. The template intensity fun tion
for these depths are plotted in Figure 3.4. These pro les were estimated
using the modi ed version of the lo al quadrati kernel estimate, taking
are of ensored pixel values above 255. That this is the ase, is evident
from the observation in Figure 3.4 that the pro les are assigned values
greater than the ensoring limit 255. The template pro le for depth z is
denoted f .
z

To measure best orresponden e between template and pixel values surrounding a parti le that we want to estimate the depth of, we use the
riterion fun tion
1 X I ^ f (r (x)) 2 X logn f (r (x)) + ^ T o
M (z ) =
2 2
i

A

z

i

z

z

i

2

T

i

A

T

i



z

(3.4)
where ^ is the minimizer of the expression (3.4) viewed as a fun tion of
both z and , but where we keep z xed. As seen, this riterion fun tion
takes are of both ensored pixel values for the parti le that we want
to estimate the depth for, and, in fa t more importantly, the di erent
ba kground intensities (see the assumption regarding the appearan es
of parti les in the images in equation (3.2)).
z

The resulting andidate parti le enters after thresholding the
bottom-hat ltered Spix and taking the maxima in ea h onne ted omponent.
The result is fairly good, the only true parti les missed, are the ones that are
lose to other parti les.

Figure 3.3:

templates and to nd a suitable measure on what best orresponden e
means.
The templates were onstru ted by estimating the intensity fun tion of
the adsorbed parti les at di erent depths in the z-s ans, see Se tion 2.3.
Sin e the exa t true depth of the parti les in the z-s ans were hard to
verify (see the dis ussion in Se tion 2.4), we fo used on using as few
parti les possible when onstru ting the templates. We used mainly the
parti le labelled number 6 in Figure 2.5 but for the z-s ans in whi h this
was o luded, parti le 14 was used instead.
29

The main problem with this approa h to depth estimation is rst that we
only have a nite set of template pro les, indexed from -30 to -30, thus
limiting the pre ision by the orresponding depth between the indi es of
0.2m. Also, sin e it is the over glass that is moved relative to the opti s
of mi ros ope when onstru ting the z-s ans, it is important that the
parti les from whi h we estimate the templates, are at the same relative
depth to the over glass in all z-s ans. Otherwise the distan e in depth
between ea h template will not be the same between the templates.
In Paper II, a simulation study showed a good pre ision in depth estimation, at least for parti les within 3.0m from the fo al plane ( orresponding to index -15 to 15 in Figures 3.1 and 3.4). For these depths, the depth
was only mis lassi ed for 14 simulations out of 25000. One obje tion to
this highly optimisti result should be that the image noise seems to have
30
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larger varian e for parti les lose to the fo al plane, as reported in Paper
I. Even so, ompared with the result for the real images for these depths,
the on lusion is that the template mat hing approa h works well and
the pre ision is at least within one z -index of the z-s ans, orresponding
to 0.2m. Compared with the standard errors for estimating the enter
in the plane, whi h were between 0.02 and 0.10 pixels (3.6nm - 18nm) is
is of ourse mu h worse.
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(a) indi es -30 to -12 (in steps of 3)

(b) indi es -10 to -4
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We will here present an idea on how to onstru t a bivariate regression
surfa e f (r), as a fun tion of both depth z and distan e from enter r
simultaneously. This will lead us in to a dis ussion on how to measure the
distan es between two intensity pro les, whi h obviously is also a ru ial
matter in depth estimation. The mat hing riterion (3.4) presented above,
is basi ally the L2 -norm, but it is quite unsatisfa tory from a theoreti al
point of view sin e it does not take spe ial onsideration of the fun tional
features of the intensity pro les, su h as for example the rst stationary
point of the intensity pro le.
z

f
150

3.4 2-D template surfa e for sub-index estimation

0

5

10

r

15

r

( ) indi es -3 to 3

(d) indi es 4 to 10

We re ord the pixel values I and orresponding distan es r (x) surrounding an adsorbed parti le in the z-s ans for ea h depth z we want to estimate the template for. To illustrate what a template surfa e might look
like, we have in Figure 3.5 displayed the bivariate regression surfa e al ulated via a lo al bilinear kernel estimate. No spe ial are have here been
taken to ensored pixel values. In Figure 3.6 we present the template
surfa e as an image instead.
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(e) indi es 12 to 30 (in steps of 3)
Figure 3.4: A subset of the template pro les used for template mat hing in the
depth estimation. The distan e between two onse utive indi es is 0.2m. The
sub- gures orrespond to the rows in Figure 3.1.
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i

The bandwidths for the bivariate regression are two; the rst, h , is for
the r-dire tion (in the same way as before), and the se ond, h is for the
depth z . For the template surfa e in Figure 3.5, both bandwidths were a
fun tion of z . For the bandwidth in the r-dire tion, h , this is the same
as we did in Paper I and II when estimating the intensity pro les for ea h
r

z

r
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Figure 3.6: The same two-dimensional template surfa e as in Figure 3.5 presented as an image and re e ted around r = 0.

0

r

depth; parti les lose to the fo al plane need a small bandwidth h and
vi e versa for parti les further away from the fo al plane. The amount of
smoothing in the z -dire tion is hanged sin e the resemblan e in appearan e between parti les at onse utive z-s ans varies (see Figure 3.1 and
Figure 3.4) with depth. For parti les further away from the fo al plane,
smoothing between the depths an be quite large, whereas for parti les
lose to fo al plane, one must be areful not to smooth to mu h. This is
an important point and has to do with how we measure distan e in the
fun tional spa e of intensity pro les, whi h we will get ba k to below. The
most extreme o urren e of this, is obviously the di eren e in appearan e
between a parti le at the fo al plane ompared to a parti le just below
(see Figure 3.4). Be ause of this, the estimation of the template surfa e
in two parts, one for parti les below and one for parti les above the fo al
plane. In e e t, this means that we do not allow for any smoothing in
the z -dire tion at z = 0.
r
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The two-dimensional template surfa e of intensity pro les onstru ted via a lo al bilinear kernel estimate. The estimation, as well as the
presentation here, was split in two parts, one ea h for parti les below and above
the fo al plane, respe tively. The reason for this is the apparent phase shift at
the fo al plane. No onsideration to ensoring has been done here.
Figure 3.5:
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The main bene t of a template surfa e instead of a set of template pro les
for a xed number of depth, is that we an use the template surfa e to
estimate what a parti le would look like at an arbitrary depth. Hen e,
at least in theory, we an use this surfa e to estimate the depth for a
34
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ontinuously varying z . Another bene t is that we an get estimates of
the standard error of a depth estimate, using the same approa h as we
used for the 2-D estimation. The reason for this, is that we an estimate
the derivative of f (r) in the z dire tion. Compare with the standard
error derivation in Se tion 3 in Paper I.
z

Possibly the main problem with using a 2-D template is the smoothing in
the z dire tion. This problem is related to the notion of distan e between
the intensity pro le for di erent depths. For two parti les at di erent
depths, it not really lear how to smooth (or interpolate for that matter)
the orresponding pixel values from the two parti les, if the obje tive is
to estimate the appearan e (that is, the intensity pro le) of a parti le at
a depth between. The way one usually does it, is to, for xed r, smooth
a ross the z dire tion. Let us for arguments sake, say that the intensity
pro le of the rst parti le has a peak at this r, and the intensity pro le
of the se ond parti le "almost" has a dip at this r (this is almost the ase
for parti les lose to the fo al plane). Then the resulting estimate for the
depth between the two parti les be omes something in-between. In these
ases, the smoothing in the z -dire tion must be quite small, whi h were
the ase in the omputation of the template surfa e in Figure 3.5.
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Tra king

(a)

The methods from the previous hapter will here be ombined to illustrate the possibilities the positioning methods in three dimensions give to
tra king. Possibly more, however, various problems for tra king olloidal
parti les in a dilute suspension using a large fo al depth, as is the ase
for the sequen e images onsidered here, will be highlighted.
In Figure 4.1 we demonstrate what o lusions might look like. The partiles depi ted in the two images are the two big parti les in the upper part
of Figure 3.2a. The image on the right, b), is re orded 20 time steps (0.4
se ) after the image on the left. As an be observed in the images, the two
parti les (opti ally) interfere with ea h other, ausing a partial o lusion
of the bright parti le on the left. In b), the bright parti le is almost fully
o luded by the dark one. Note however that the a tual parti le enters
in 3-D are far apart.
Remember that 50 sequen e images are re orded ea h se ond and that
the video amera alternates between updating the even and the odd rows
in the image. See Se tion 2.2 for further details. The sequen e starts with
an even frame and then alternates between even and odd.

(b)

Figure 4.1: The two images demonstrate o lusion of parti les. The image
region is the same in both images, however the image b) is re orded 20 time
steps (0.4 se ) after a).

tortion and partial o lusion. First we will however dis uss two di erent
approa hes to linking position estimates of parti les to traje tories.

4.1 Linking positions to traje tories
Assume rst that our sequen e of images only onsists of two images.
Now we want to tra k the parti les present in the two images. There are
basi ally two methods to do this. Either we rst nd all the parti les
in the two subsequent images and then nd the orresponden es between
the two sets of parti le positions, or we nd the parti les in the rst image
and then, for ea h parti le in the rst image, sear h in the vi inity of this
parti le in the se ond image for the orresponding parti le.

We will present a method that manages, to some extent, to handle dis-

There are pros and ons with both methods. For the rst method, the
drawba ks ompared to the se ond are two: We do not use our knowledge
of the positions of the parti les in the previous image, and also, we have
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to nd the orresponden es between the parti les in the two images after
we have estimated their positions. The drawba k of the se ond method,
is, at least unmodi ed, that it only allows for tra king of parti les found
in the rst image.

enters. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2a, where the andidate enters
are indi ated by plus signs and where the two neighborhoods are we have
plotted a ir le of radius r = 15 around ea h andidate enter.

As we saw in Se tion 3.2, it is very hard to nd a method of nding all
the parti les in an image without a large amount of false parti les, that
is, andidate parti le positions that do not orrespond to true parti les.
Hen e, we have to allow for a lot of false positives sin e we do not want
to fail to hit the true parti les, and onsequently, the linking pro edure
of nding orresponden es will involve a lot of andidate parti les and
inevitably be omes tri kier. Examples in the literature of nding orresponden es between sets of point patterns are Lund and Rudemo (2000),
were orresponden es between estimated tree positions from aerial photographs and the true positions were linked, or Cross and Han o k (1998),
where the two sets of points were assumed to be the same up to an aÆne
transformation plus a Gaussian error in the positions and where the false
points were modelled by a Poisson pro ess.
One simple approa h to tra king would be: Manually assign the andidate parti le positions in the rst image, re ne these positions, and then
update the positions for ea h new image using the information ontained
in the previous parti le on guration.

4.2 Handling partial o lusion

max

The orresponding results from the two optimizations of S in equation (1.1),
using these neighborhoods for the two parti les, would a e t the parti le
enter estimation in the plane, most probably with a bias dire ted away
from the other parti le. The reasoning behind this, is that the position
of lo al maximal rotational symmetry would be pushed away from the
interfering parti le. In Figure 4.2b we have plotted the s atter plot of
pixel values within 15 pixels away from the andidate enter y1 for the
bright parti le in Figure 4.2a. We learly see the interfering pixel values
resulting from the fa t that there is another parti le nearby.
An easy way to get around this, at least to some extent, is to allow pixel
lo ations to be part of N k to the kth parti le, only if the orresponding
andidate enter y is losest to the pixel among the other andidate
enters. Let K denote the set of andidate enters in the image. Then
we let the neighborhood of the kth parti le be
x

k



N k = i 2 D : r (y )  r
x

I

i

k

max

and r (y ) = min
r (y ) :
2
i

k

m

K

i

m

(4.1)

Compare this with equation (3.1). This de nition of neighborhood thus
requires that we are given a set of andidate enters. In Figures 4.2
and 4.2d, we display what the two neighborhoods look like by letting the
pixel values be bla k for the pixel lo ations that are in the neighborhood
of the other parti le.
In Figure 4.3 we plot all pixel values within distan e 15 from the two
andidate parti le enters. The pixel values in the two neighborhoods
illustrated in Figure 4.2 and 4.2 , respe tively, are however displayed
with dots and the others are displayed with plus signs. It is obvious that
the pixels outside the orresponding neighborhoods are interfering.

Let us start by onsidering the image on the left in Figure 4.1. Denote
the true enters of the two parti les in this image by x1 and x2 , where
x1 is the true enter of the brighter parti le on the left. Assume we are
given initial andidate enters y1 and y2 , for example from the ltering
method in Chapter 3 of nding the lo al maximal rotational symmetry.
Using all pixels within let us say r = 15 from a andidate enter as
neighborhood, the two neighborhoods N 1 and N 2 would interse t, with
the result that they would use the same pixels for estimating the parti le

Furthermore, we will iteratively update the neighborhoods a ording to
(4.1) as we are minimizing the riterion for maximal rotational symmetry (1.1). After the parti le enter in the plane has been found, the depth
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(a)

(b)

S atter plots of the pixel values surrounding the estimated enters
of the two parti les in Figure 4.2a. The pixel values not in the orresponding
neighborhood but within distan e 15 from the andidate enter are displayed
with plus signs.

Figure 4.3:

is estimated as in Paper II. Note that the pre ision in the position estimates will usually be worse when using smaller neighborhoods ( ompare
with the simulation study in Se tion 5.1). Furthermore, the pre ision of
the parti le enter estimate in the plane, will in general di er for the two
oordinates.

( )

(d)

In a), the two plus signs are the two andidate parti le enters.
The two big ir les have radii 15 and are entered at the andidate enters,
representing possible neighborhoods of the parti les. In b) there is a s atter plot
of the pixel values up to distan e 15 from the andidate enter on the left in
a). In ) and d) we demonstrate what the modi ed neighborhoods, de ned by
equation (4.1), look like, where a bla k pixel represents that the pixel is loser
to the other parti le.

Figure 4.2:
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The proposed algorithm for tra king in 3-D is as follows:
1. Cal ulate the distan es between the andidate parti le enters and
onstru t the neighborhoods to ea h parti le a ording to equation (4.1).
2. Minimize the lo al rotational symmetry fun tion S for ea h parti le
using the orresponding neighborhood from Step 1.
3. Use the minimizers from Step 2 as andidate enter and go to Step
1. Continue this until there are no hanges in the position estimates.
4. Estimate the depth for ea h parti le using template mat hing.
5. Load a new image from the sequen e and let the estimated position
from above be the andidate enters for the new image. Goto Step
1.
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4.3 Results for tra king two parti les
The two parti les in Figure 4.1 were tra ked using the proposed algorithm
above. However, for the 16:th image the estimation broke down. This
was indi ated by that the estimated positions of the parti les pra ti ally
oin ided.
In Figure 4.4a we show the same region as before, but for the 15:th image
in the sequen e together with the enter estimates of the two parti les
in this image, after having tra ked them for 14 images. A plus sign surrounded by a small ir le will indi ate a resulting parti le enter estimate.
We see that the two parti les have moved slightly towards ea h other,
ompared to the initial image in the sequen e. Here, one ould possibly
argue that the estimated enter of the parti le on the left is somewhat
biased downwards to the left.

(a) Image 15

(b) Image 16

The estimated enters in Figure 4.4a are used as andidate enters for
the next image in the sequen e, whi h is shown in Figure 4.4b together
with the andidates. This next image omes from an odd frame, see
Se tion 2.2. It seems as if both parti les have moved upwards in the image
plane. However, it is easy to be de eived by the eye sin e a transition
from an even to an odd frame has the e e t that everything seems to have
moved upwards in the image.
As shown in Figure 4.4 , the estimation of the enter of the parti le
on the left does not work. There are probably several reasons for this
breakdown, but the main underlying ause is of ourse that one of the
parti les is heavily o luded by the other. Probably a more restri tive
hoi e of neighborhood would be able to tra k both parti les past this
image. A few modi ations in this dire tion will be dis ussed below.
Nevertheless, it is hard to believe that it would be possible to tra k both
parti les past the image on the right in Figure 4.1, whi h is the 21st
image in the sequen e. There, the dark parti le almost totally o ludes
the bright one.
When the position of a parti le is wrongly estimated, we say that we
43

( ) Image 16

The resulting estimates of the parti le enters for the 15:th image
is shown in a). In b) the estimates from a) are plotted on the next image (whi h
is an odd frame). The estimated positions for image b) is displayed in ) and
learly the tra king of the parti le on the left has broke down.

Figure 4.4:

and all it a lost parti le. Dete ting the loss of a parti le
should not be hard. By looking at the in rements of the parti le traje tory

lose the parti le
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and at the distan e to its nearest parti les, it should be easy to dete t the
loss of a parti le. A lost parti le should probably not be dis arded. The
main bene t of the approa h presented above for tra king, is that we get
estimates of where the other parti les in the image are lo ated. One ould
say that these estimates tell us when to be autious about whi h pixels
to hoose when estimating the enter. A lost parti le should therefore be
kept sin e it signals that there ould be another parti le present in this
part of the image.

4.4 Modi ations
There are of ourse numerous ways to modify the presented tra king algorithm above. We here present a few ideas. Mu h of the issues have a
strong algorithmi nature, by whi h we mean that mu h is asso iated with
various tri ks used in the implementation of tra king, however inspired
by statisti al and probabilisti reasoning.

CHAPTER 4. TRACKING
nearby parti les, and hen e should not be used for positioning at all.
One ould also in orporate dete tion of outliers in the s atter plot of
pixels in the neighborhood ompared to the tted intensity pro le. It is
important then to relate the possible outliers, to where in the image they
are lo ated, in other words, we have to in orporate the spatial nature of
the data. Drawing on lusions on outliers simply from pixel values plotted
versus distan e, is highly unsafe. Only if a possible group of outliers in
the one-dimensional s atter plot an be spatially related in some way,
an we allow to dis ard them. (By spatially related pixels, we mean
pixels that are onne ted in the image plane.) This is the main reason
why a robust method su h as the LOWESS (lo ally weighted s atter
plot smoother), Cleveland (1979), was not used for the nonparametri
estimation of f in the estimation of parti le enters in the plane. One
way to spatially relate outliers ould be to dis ard them only if they are
suÆ iently lose to the boundary of the neighborhood used. This way,
we ould let the neighborhood shrink, as outliers near the boundary are
dis arded.

First of all, the presented method of tra king does not make use of the
depths of the parti les in the previous image in the sequen e. As is the
ase for the positions in the image plane, the depths of the parti les annot
hange so mu h in the time interval between two onse utive sequen e
images. A modi ation would be to in orporate the information of the
appearan e of the parti les in the previous image when onstru ting the
neighborhoods of the parti les in the present image, sin e this tells us
how big the domain of interfering pixels is.
More generally, this brings up the subje t of using di erent shapes of
neighborhoods to parti les in the image. The method we presented is
based on dividing the image plane into Voronoi ells. More elaborate
methods ould of ourse be used. One possibility would be to modify
equation (4.1) su h that the distan e r (y ) must be smaller than a onstant < 1 times the minimum distan e to the other andidate enters
min 2 nf g r (y ). The reason why this is believed to perform better, is
that pixels in the region in-between parti les are a e ted by both of the
i

m

K

k

i

k

m
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where  is the varian e matrix of the residuals between the pixel values
and the orresponding estimates of f .
In this simulation study, the intention is to fo us on the dependen e of
on the diagonal elements of V^ . Therefore we will use the true (but
random) value of the parti le enter x. Furthermore, instead of estimating
the image noise parameters as we did in the simulation study of Paper I,
the true values of the image noise parameters 2 and , will be used. The
elements of J are approximated in the same way as in Paper I, that is,
by the estimated derivatives of the intensity pro le.
r

max

Chapter 5

Supplementary studies

For ea h simulated image I with random parti le enter x, we al ulated
between 3 and 15 from the true enter x. The parameters of
the image noise were 2 = 25 and = 0:6.

V for r

We will present some supplementary studies based on simulations whi h
might be of interest when reading Paper I and to some extent Paper II.
Therefore it is advisable to have read at least Paper I before reading this
hapter.

max

Let  (r ) be the square-root of the maximal element of the two diagonal elements of V for the mth simulated image with r as radius
of the neighborhood N . In Figure 5.1 the result after M = 100 simulations ea h for parti les 3m below and above the fo al plane is shown.
These depths orrespond
to indi es 5 in Paper I. For ea h r , the
P
mean  (r ) = M 1 =1  (r ) over the M simulated images, is
displayed. Below this, we have plotted the intensity urve f used in the
simulation. See also Figures 5.2 and 5.3, where the same kind of dependen e is illustrated, this time for parti les 1:8m and 4.2m from the
fo al plane, orresponding to depths indexed by 3 and 7 in Paper I.
m

max

max

x

max

M

max

5.1 Dependen e between the size of Nx and the
standard error in the 2-D estimation
We will investigate how the estimated standard error of the parti le enter
estimate varies as a fun tion of r , when ir ular neighborhoods N ,
as in equation (3.1), around the parti le enter x, are used.
max

x

As in Paper I, we let g denote the R valued fun tion of x = (x1 ; x2 ) with
kth element g (x) = f^(r k (x)). Also, J denotes the Ja obian of g, the
n times 2 matrix with element J (x)
= mk (y) for k = 1; : : : ; n and
m = 1; 2. The sandwi h estimator of the varian e matrix Varfx^g of the
estimated position error at the true enter x is
n

k

i

g

x

k;m

V = (J J ) 1 J J (J J ) 1 :
T

T
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(5.1)

m

m

max

z

The observation made from the plots, is that the way  varies with r ,
learly seems to depend on f . After ea h point r where f has zero
derivative (that is, after ea h stationary value of f ), the standard error
seems to drop. Furthermore, the magnitude of this dip depends on the
distan e from the parti le enter, r. Then, for a suÆ iently big r ,
the in rease in r does not seem to a e t the standard error. Note
also the non-symmetry around the fo al plane in ea h gure; the plots on
the left and right represent parti les at the same distan e from the fo al
plane, but the shapes of the standard error urves are di erent. This is
onsistent with that the lo ation of the rst stationary value of f for
r > 0 is loser to r = 0 for a parti le below the fo al plane than for a
max

z

z

z

max

max

z
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The same as Figure 5.1 but here for parti les 4.2m below (left)
and above (right) the fo al plane. These depths orrespond to -7 and 7 in Paper
I.

Figure 5.3:

r , in reases quadrati ally in r . Therefore there is a trade-o between in reased pre ision in the estimated parti le enter and the time it
takes to estimate the enter. As seen from Figure 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, after
a ertain value of r , depending on depth of the parti le, there is no
de rease in standard error as we in rease the neighborhood. Therefore,
there is no need to use a larger neighborhood than ne essary. On the
other hand, sin e the depth of the parti le is unknown, we want to use
the same r for all parti les. r = 15 seems to be a good hoi e
sin e this in ludes the major u tuations of the intensity pro les for the
majority of the depths onsidered.
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The upper urves show how the estimated standard error from the
sandwi h estimator varies with rmax for a parti le 3m below (left) and above
(right) the fo al plane, respe tively. Below the urve, the orresponding intensity
pro le for the parti le is shown. The way the standard error varies with rmax
learly depends on the underlying intensity urve. These depths orrespond to
depths -5 and 7 in Paper I.
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There are also times when a small r

max

is preferable (when the shape of

N is xed). This is the ase when parti les are lose together sin e then
x

The omputational e ort of al ulating the estimate of the intensity prole at a andidate enter y from pixels in a neighborhood N with radius

the assumption of rotational symmetry might not be ful lled if r is
taken too large and onsequently we probably get a bias in the parti le
enter estimation dire ted from the interfering parti le (be ause the value
of (1.1) is probably smaller away from the interfering parti le). However,
in those ases, we have hopefully already dete ted the interfering parti le
and adjusted the shape of the neighborhood a ordingly, as dis ussed
in Chapter 4. However, for automati ally nding andidate enters as
proposed in Se tion 3.2, we use the same shape of the neighborhood for
all pixel lo ations and then a small r might perform better.
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The same as Figure 5.1 but here for parti les 1.8m below (left)
and above (right) the fo al plane. These depths orrespond to -3 and 3 in Paper
I.

Figure 5.2:

parti le at the same distan e, but above the fo al plane; ompare the two
intensity pro les to the left and right in ea h gure.
x

max

max
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A note of warning should also be said about over-interpreting the dependen e of the standard error estimates on the size of the neighborhood.
The sandwi h estimator is sort of an estimate of the lo al urvature of
S (y) at the true enter x. It does not say anything about how to get to
this true enter. In other words it says nothing about the onsisten y of
the parti le enter estimator, only what the standard error will be if the
estimated x^ gets suÆ iently lose to x.

The mean of the estimated intensity pro les from 100 simulated images
of a parti le at the fo al plane, using bandwidths h = 0:5; 0:7, and 1.0,
respe tively, from left to right, is shown in solid in the three sub- gures
in the upper row of Figure 5.4. The true intensity pro le used in the
simulations, is displayed in dashed and the dotted lines are the pointwise maximum and minimum of the estimated values of the intensity
pro les. The bias in the estimation is very high for the largest bandwidth
and almost zero for the smallest bandwidth. Interestingly, the pointwise
distan e between the minimum and maximum value of the intensity fun tions is not in reased mu h for the lowest bandwidth, ompared to the
highest.

5.2 Estimated intensity pro les for di erent bandwidths
In Paper I a ross-validation study was performed on the data orresponding to the sub-images of a parti le at 15 di erent depths. The on lusion
was rst of all that the lo al quadrati kernel estimate was relatively insensitive to the hoi e of bandwidth and se ondly, that bandwidth h = 0:7
worked suÆ iently well to be used as a pilot bandwidth when nding the
parti le enters. Before the a tual estimation of the intensity pro les
however, a ross-validation study was made for ea h parti le separately.
Here we will rst investigate the bias in the nonparametri estimation of
the intensity pro le at di erent depths for di erent bandwidths. Then,
we will investigate the a ura y of ross-validation for the kind of data
onsidered here.
By an estimate of an intensity pro le f given pixel values I and orresponding distan es r (x), we will below mean the lo al quadrati kernel
estimate of f with (I ; r (x)) as data, with no ensoring.

The story for the two other depths of Figure 5.4, 1.8m and 4.2m above
the fo al plane, is basi ally the same as the story for the upper three subgures. Furthermore, this is true for all other depths; the pointwise bias is
lower for smaller bandwidths. However, looking at fun tional hara teristi s of the estimated fun tions, su h as the position of the rst stationary
value of the estimated fun tion, we get another story. Using a smaller
bandwidth than ne essary, makes the intensity pro le estimates too unregular with too mu h u tuation. Therefore, the plots in Figure 5.4 are
a bit misleading, as one might think that we should always hoose a small
bandwidth. Anyhow, it is of ourse lear that the bandwidth h = 1:0 is
too large for estimating the intensity pro les in the two upper rows.

Here we will fo us on the estimation of intensity pro les, and instead
of using the data-driven method of ross-validation, we will ondu t a
simulation study to illustrate how the estimated intensity pro les depend
on the hoi e of bandwidth. We simulate images of parti les with added
image noise (in the same way as in Paper I and II), and then the intensity
pro les will be estimated using the true enter as the parti le enter. This
will be done for di erent bandwidths for ea h image.

In Figure 5.4 we al ulated the estimate for uniformly spa ed values of
r. The ovariates, the distan es r (x) from parti le enter x to the pixel
lo ations i, are however not uniformly spa ed. More pre isely, they are
randomly distributed (sin e the parti le enter x is random), with linearly
in reasing density of ovariates with distan e, sin e the number of pixels
within distan e r from a parti le enter in reases quadrati ally. Sin e
there are few pixels for small r values, the variation is fairly large for
all bandwidths at small r values, as seen by the larger span between the
pointwise minimum and maximum of estimated fun tions in Figure 5.4.
Remember also that the image noise in the simulations is orrelated.
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The ross-validation s ore is al ulated at a nite number of bandwidths.
The idea behind the ross-validation s ore, is that it is an estimate of the
expe ted value of the squared di eren e between the estimated and the
true regression urve (intensity pro le) under the bivariate distribution
of ovariates and response values, (r (x); I ),
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where  is the (marginal) distribution of ovariates. In a simulation study,
we know the true intensity pro le, and therefore we an estimate expression (5.3) by
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m

where f^ is the intensity pro le estimate using the data from the mth
simulated image and i1 ; : : : ; i is an arbitrary enumeration of the n pixel
values within distan e r of the (random) parti le enter x . Note that
for ea h simulation, both the pixel values I as well as the distan es to
the pixels from the parti le enter, r k (x ), are random. The pixel values
are impli itly present in the summation (5.4) above, in the estimate of
the intensity pro le f^ .
h

Mean of the estimated intensity pro les (solid) from 100 simulations
orresponding to a parti le at the fo al plane in the upper row, together with
parti les 1.8m and 4.2m above in the middle and lower row, respe tively, when
using three di erent bandwidths. The bandwidths 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0, are shown
from left to right, respe tively. The true intensity pro le is displayed in dashed
and the dotted lines are the pointwise maximum and minimum values of the
100 estimated intensity pro les. Clearly the fun tion estimates have a large bias
when using too large a bandwidth; see for example the plot in the upper right
orner, where the mean of the estimated fun tions (solid) is far from the true
fun tion (dashed).
Figure 5.4:
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Let us denote by f^ the lo al quadrati kernel estimate of f when leaving
out the i:th data point, and using h as bandwidth. For ea h h the ross-

We ondu ted a new simulation study of M = 100 images for ea h of
the 15 depths from -4.2m to 4.2m with 0.6m in between. These are
the same depths onsidered in Paper I. For ea h image, we estimated
the intensity pro le f up to distan e r = 15 using 17 di erent bandwidths h = 0:4; 0:45; 0:5; : : : ; 1:2. Then E in equation (5.4) was al ulated
for ea h depth. Also, for ea h image, the ross-validation s ore was alulated, using the same set bandwidths. In Figure 5.5 we present the
h minimizing E for ea h depth in solid together with the mean of the
bandwidths minimizing the orresponding ross-validation s ore for ea h
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For ea h depth, the minimizer of E (h) in equation (5.3) using 100
simulated images of parti les at this depth is shown in solid. The dashed plot
is the mean over ea h depth of the minimizers of the ross-validation s ore for
ea h image.

Figure 5.5:

image. The shape of the two plots is the same, but there is a dis repan y
of roughly 0.06 between the two plots. It seems as if the ross-validation
minimizer is biased. In pra ti e however, this dis repan y in bandwidth
does not a e t the estimation of f severely.
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Chapter 6

Templates that allow for ontinuous depth estimation are also desirable.
In Se tion 3.4 we presented one method for onstru tion a two dimensional
regression surfa e of intensity pro les. From a theoreti al point of view,
mathemati ally onstru ted templates would of ourse be preferable, sin e
this would also allow for onstru tion of templates for parti les of di erent
sizes and shape. However, as mentioned in the Introdu tion, predi ting
the appearan e of spheri al obje ts in mi ros opy of this size still seems
to be an intriguing theoreti al hallenge, see Ovryn and Izen (2000).

Con lusions and Future
Resear h

The 2-D template approa h des ribed brie y in Se tion 3.4 ould be developed further. However, this requires better data of the appearan es of
parti les at di erent depths. Several images at ea h depth would probably
improve the estimates of the intensity pro les in general. It should also
be possible to re ord the z-s ans without having ensored pixel values.
Even so, this approa h would still on ne us to the study of parti les of
only the sizes and shapes we have estimated templates for.

6.1 Depth estimation using templates

6.2 Measurements of di usion oeÆ ient and intera tion

As dis ussed in Se tion 3.4, there related to the estimation of a 2-D surfa e
of intensity pro les, a measure of distan e between the intensity pro les
should take spe ial onsideration of the fun tional features unique for ea h
pro le. One example of su h a feature is the rst dip or peak of the intensity pro le, depending on if the parti le is below or above the fo al plane.
Looking at the intensity pro les, it seems as if the pro les are related to
ea h other with a s aling parameter depending on depth, that a ts on the
argument r and the amplitude of the variation, stret hing out the prole with in reasing distan e to the fo al plane. An improved measure of
distan e between intensity pro les should take this into onsideration. In
short, it would be ni e to have a measure of distan e between shapes that
exploits the important fun tional features like the rst dip, in a more expli it manner than the L2 -norm, whi h what the mat hing riterion (3.4)
basi ally is.

As illustrated in Chapter 4, it is hard to tra k parti les unsupervised for
a longer sequen e of images onsidered here. The main ause is that the
fo al depth of the mi ros ope is very large, ausing parti les to o lude
ea h other rather frequently, at least ompared to the ratio of the total
number of parti les present in the spe imen and the volume of the domain
in whi h they are on ned.
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Loosing tra k of parti les is not very important if we are only on erned
with the estimation of the di usion oeÆ ient of the parti les. Then
broken traje tories of parti les do not a e t the estimation (more than
that the sample size of observed in rements de reases); when a parti le
is lost, we do not have to bother were it goes and when we possibly start
tra king this parti le again, we ould onsider it as a new parti le (at least
if all parti les are of the same size). If intera tion between parti les is

CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
believed to be present, one ould furthermore restri t tra king to regions
in the image where there are no other parti les present within a reasonable
range of parti le intera tion.

However, when estimating a possible intera tion between the parti les,
it is ru ial to estimate the positions of all parti les. In parti ular, it
is important to estimate the positions of those parti les whi h are lose
to ea h other. But this is exa tly when unsupervised tra king is hard!
Supervised estimation of parti les enters is of ourse possible, but for a
larger sequen e of images, this is a very tedious job. The intera tion between parti les an however in prin iple be estimated from the estimated
parti le positions in three dimensions in a single image using methods
of statisti al inferen e for spatial point pro esses, see for example Mller
and Waagepetersen (2004).

CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

6.3 Automated depth alibration
An interesting problem would be to automati ally estimate the depth,
simply by observing traje tories of parti les performing Brownian motion (like the sequen e images we have used). Sin e Brownian motion is
isotropi , a parti le performing Brownian motion has the same di usion
oeÆ ient in all three dimensions. Sin e tra king the position of a parti le works fairly well in the image plane, we an estimate the di usion
oeÆ ient. Now the idea is as follows. As we tra k the parti le in two
dimensions, we re ord some kind of feature that relates to the depth of
the parti le. This ould be the estimated intensity pro le, but it ould
also be a simpler attribute, for example the distan e form the parti le
enter to the rst stationary value of the estimated intensity pro le, that
is, the distan e to the rst peak or dip in the pro le. Then, if it is possible to order these measured features of the depth, and assuming that
there is a fun tion that relates this feature with the depth of the partile, we ould asso iate the tra k of this depth feature with the di usion
oeÆ ient already estimated from the measured di usion in the plane.

Sin e unsupervised tra king is hard in dilute suspensions, one alternative
is to use an opti al trapping devi e alled an opti al tweezer. An opti al
tweezer is tightly fo used laser beam that reates a lo al minimum in
the opti al energy strong enough to over ome both radiation for es and
thermal for es. Thereby it is possible to attra t a parti le and move it
to a spe i ed lo ation. A dual opti al tweezer ould be used to attra t
two parti les, bring them lose together, and then turn o the laser. The
parti les would then di use freely and we an tra k the two parti les for
a sequen e of images. The whole thing an be repeated until enough data
has been olle ted. Opti al tweezers have been used in studies of the
intera tion potential in Cro ker and Grier (1996) but also in for example
video mi ros opy studies of DNA, see Perkins et al. (1994). Given the high
a ura y of position estimation of spheri al latex parti les developed here,
the possibilities for high pre ision estimation of the intera tion between
parti les using this more advan ed mi ros ope setup should be large.
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spheri al parti les in mi ros opy
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Abstra t

We present a method for estimation of parti le enter in digitized miros ope images, based on an assumption of rotational symmetry of pixel
values surrounding a true parti le enter. The fun tional form of how the
pixel values vary with distan e from a parti le enter is alled the intensity
pro le and depends on the depth of the parti le. In addition to estimating
the enter, the intensity pro le is also estimated using a nonparametri estimator. However, pixel values are ensored above a ertain known value.
We propose a modi ation of the lo al quadrati kernel estimate for nonparametri fun tion estimation using ensored response values.
Furthermore, for ea h enter estimate, we also estimate the standard
error of the estimate using a sandwi h estimator. A simulation study shows
that these standard errors are onsistent with the observed RMS errors.
The standard errors depend on distan e to the fo al plane and are in the
range of 0.02 to 0.10 pixels, depending on depth of the parti les, with lower
values for parti les loser to the fo al plane.

1 Introdu tion

Figure 1: An image from a video sequen e of di using parti les. The parti les are all
equal in size and the di eren e in the appearan es of the parti les in the image is due
to that the parti les are at di erent depth relative to the fo al plane.

In order to tra k and subsequently estimate the di usion oeÆ ients of di using olloidal parti les observed in video mi ros opy, a highly pre ise, automati
method for estimating parti le enters is needed. It is also of interest to have
reliable estimates on the standard errors, sin e errors in the position estimates
a e t the subsequent estimation of the di usion oeÆ ient. Furthermore, subpixel a ura y is needed sin e the parti les typi ally only di use distan es in the
order of one or two pixels between two subsequent images.

Figure 1 shows one of the images in a typi al sequen e of images re orded and
digitized by the video mi ros ope. The images are re orded at a frame rate of
50 images per se ond. Ea h image onsists of 512 times 512 square pixels with a
side-length of 180 nm. The parti les are all of the same size, 494 nm in diameter;
the di eren e in appearan e is due to di erent depth relative to the fo al plane.
Our method of estimating the parti le enters in the image relies on an assumption of rotational symmetry of the pixel values in the image in the vi inity of a
true parti le enter. We will estimate the parti le enter by the position with
largest rotational symmetry, where the symmetry is measured as the sum of

1

2

squares between nearby pixel values and a tted nonparametri estimate of how
pixel values vary with distan e from a ( andidate) parti le enter. The pixel
values in the images onsidered are ensored (saturated) at an upper limit of
T = 255 and are instead set to T . We introdu e a method for nonparametri
estimation of a regression fun tion when the response variables (the pixel values)
are ensored above an upper limit under the assumption of normally distributed
homos edasti observation errors (the image noise).
Censored (saturated) pixel values are ommon in mi roarrays where the estimated expression of genes get biased when no adjustment is done due to the
ensoring, see Glasbey et al. (2005) and Ekstrm et al. (2004). A nonparametri
approa h was pursued by Glasbey et al. (2005) using a prin ipal omponents
model. Ekstrm et al. (2004) used a parametri approa h where several parametri forms were tested for the expression of genes in the mi roarrays.
Standard error on ea h enter estimate will be based on the sandwi h estimator,
see for example Owen (2001). These standard errors are shown to be onsistent
with root-mean-square (RMS) errors in a simulation study in Se tion 5. In this
simulation study, we also examine the pre ision when only half of the rows in
the image is used in the estimation. This is done sin e for image like the one in
Figure 1, in fa t only half of the rows are updated ea h 1/50 se ond, alternating
between the even and thepodd rows. Sin e only half as many pixels are used,
one might have expe ted 2 times larger RMS errors and furthermore, sin e we
are losing information in the verti al dire tion, the errors would be greater in
the verti al than in the horizontal dire tion. The study shows however, that the
loss in pre ision is not as high as expe ted and espe ially that the pre ision is
still equal in both oordinates, ex ept for the parti les losest to the fo al plane.
In Figure 2, we have extra ted and zoomed in on a parti le like the ones in
Figure 1 at di erent distan es from the fo al plane. Ea h sub-image onsists of
27 times 27 pixels. Sub-images with negative and positive labels orrespond to
parti les below and above the fo al plane, respe tively. The distan e in depth
between two onse utive sub-images is approximately 0.6m and sub-image 0
orresponds to a parti le at the fo al plane. These images are alled z-s ans
and have been onstru ted by letting parti les adsorb on the glass surfa e of the
spe imen, and then moving the spe imen relative to the opti s of the mi ros ope.
This way, we were able to re ord the appearan es of parti les at di erent depths
of fo us.
Previous work using digital video mi ros opy for olloidal studies, have been
made by Cro ker and Grier (1996, 1998), but there, the depth of fo us was
approximately 0.5m, whi h makes the parti les similar in appearan e and
therefore easier to nd in the images, sin e the sought-after obje ts in ea h image

Figure 2: The appearan e of a parti le at 15 di erent distan es to the fo al plane.
Sub-image 0 orresponds to a parti le at the fo al plane, and sub-images with negative
and positive labels are below and above the fo al plane, respe tively. The distan e in
depth between two onse utive sub-images is approximately 0.6 m.
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are similar. In their study, ea h parti le is a bright spheri al set of pixels and they
a hieve sub-pixel a ura y by al ulating the geometri enter of the brightnessweighted entroid, obtaining standard errors of about 0.1 pixels (where ea h
pixel is 85 nm). Also, the parti les in their olloidal suspensions are e e tively
on ned to a rystallized stru ture. In our ase, the depth of fo us is 15 m,
resulting in a mu h wider variety of appearan es of the parti les in the image.
Assumptions and main idea

We denote an image by I . This is e e tively a matrix of pixel values I for pixel
lo ations i = (i1 ; i2 ) 2 D  Z2, where D is the set of indi es i for whi h the
image is de ned. We will use the terms pixel and pixel lo ation inter hangeable
to mean the same thing when no risk of ambiguity exists.
A parti le enter is denoted by x = (x1 ; x2 ) 2 R2 , and to ea h parti le, we
asso iate a set N  D of pixels in the image I alled the neighborhood of
the parti le at x. For the parti les in Figure 2, we an take all pixels in the
i

I

x

I

I

orresponding sub-image as the neighborhood for the parti le, but typi ally, we
let
N = fi 2 D : r (x)  r g;
(1)
where r (x) is the Eu lidean distan e from the parti le enter x to pixel i, and
r
is an appropriately hosen distan e. In this paper, we will let r be 15.
The main assumption is that, for a parti le enter at x 2 R2 we have
I = f (r (x)) + 
for i 2 N ;
(2)
where f is alled the intensity pro le. The image noise,  for i 2 D , is assumed to be normally distributed with isotropi ally orrelated pixel values. The
intensity pro le f : R 7! R is assumed to be a smooth fun tion with at least two
ontinuous derivatives and symmetri in its argument r, here denoted by C 2 .
The basi idea for estimating the parti le enter is as follows. For a parti le
lo ated at x, we use the minimizer of
X
X
2
2
I f^(r (y ))
(3)
I f (r (y )) =
S (y ) = min
x

I
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for y 2 R2 as estimate of x. We al ulate f^ using a lo al quadrati kernel estimator with (appropriately hosen) bandwidth h. The idea behind minimizing
the equation above is to nd the position of (lo al) maximum rotational symmetry. We denote the estimate of x by x^. At x^, the orresponding f^ will be the
estimate of the intensity pro le for this parti le. The idea behind minimizing
equation (3), is to nd the position of (lo al) maximal rotational symmetry.
Pixel values are ensored above an upper limit T . Here, T equals 255. In
Figure 2, we have ensoring for all parti les ex ept at the fo al plane and at
depths 6 and 7. For parti les below the fo al plane, ensoring o urs for pixels
lose to the enter of the parti le, and for parti les above the fo al plane, on the
rst fringe. The relative amount of ensoring is however not very large; between
0.5 and 4.5 per ent of the 27  27 = 729 pixels are ensored, with the largest
amount for the parti les just above the fo al plane (depth 1, 2, and 3). For
estimating the parti le enter, that is, nding the position of maximal rotational
symmetry, ensoring does not a e t mu h, sin e ensoring o urs at an annulus
around the true parti le enter. Nevertheless, for estimating the intensity pro le,
it is important.
In Figure 3 and 4 we illustrate some of the assumptions and methods presented
so far. In Figure 3 we have zoomed in on the parti le at depth -5 and made
a surfa e plot of S for a few values surrounding the minimizer. In Figure 4,
we see that it is reasonable to assume rotational symmetry of the pixel values
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Figure 3: The parti le at depth -5 together with a surfa e plot of S on the right. The
enter pixel in the image is (x1 ; x2 ) = (14; 14). The estimated enter is at (14:21; 13:67).
The estimated standard error of this position estimate is 0.035 (see Se tion 3). In
Figure 4 a omparison is made between the s atter plots of pixel values surrounding
(14; 14) and the estimated enter.

surrounding a true enter. Furthermore, the two plots indi ate that it should be
possible to estimate the parti le enter at sub-pixel a ura y; in the s atter plot
on the left, there is a lear \shift" in the s atter plot, whi h is not present in the
s atter plot on the right, orresponding to the estimated enter. The gure also
demonstrates ensoring of pixel values at the upper limit of T = 255.

2 Intensity pro le estimation
For the ase when there are no ensored pixel values in N , we will use the
lo al quadrati kernel estimator with a Gaussian kernel fun tion. Common referen es for nonparametri lo al polynomial kernel estimation are Hastie and
Tibshirani (1990) and Fan and Gijbels (1996). The reason for hoosing the lo al
quadrati kernel estimate as nonparametri method, instead of for example a
spline smoother, is that the estimate of the derivative of f is pra ti ally given to
us for free using a lo al quadrati , and the derivative is needed when estimating
the standard errors. Compared to a lo al linear kernel estimate, the quadrati is
mu h less sensitive to the hoi e of bandwidth. The Gaussian kernel was hosen
sin e it is smooth and has unbounded support, whi h makes the fun tion S differentiable. Regarding the hoi e of bandwidth, simulation studies have shown
that the bandwidth is not very important when estimating the parti le enters.
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with respe t to = ( 0 ; : : : ; ) and denote the minimizer by ^. Here, K (x) =
h 1 K (x=h) is the kernel with bandwidth h > 0. The estimates of f ( ) at r0 , for
k = 0; 1; : : : ; p, are
f^( ) (r0 ) = k ! ^ :
^
Noti e that sin e f (r0 ) is the solution to a weighted least-squares, f^(r0 ) is a
linear ombination of the pixel values I for j 2 N .
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Figure 4: Two s atter plots for the parti le at depth -5 in Figure 2. On the left,
the s atter plot of pixel values surrounding the enter pixel of the sub-image (14; 14),
and on the right, the same for the estimated parti le enter at (14:21; 13:67). Note the
ensoring of pixel values above T = 255. See Figure 3 for an image of the parti le and
the plot of S .

Lo al regression with

x

ensored response values

Denote the set of un ensored pixels by A = fi 2 N : I < T g, where T = 255.
Then the omplement, A , is the set of ensored pixels. With pixel values in N
ensored, we minimize
T

We will however use ross-validation to automati ally hoose bandwidth.

h

Lo al polynomial kernel estimate
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We will explain brie y how a lo al polynomial kernel estimate is al ulated. The
value of f^ at ea h point of evaluation r0 is a solution to a lo al weighted leastsquares problem, where ea h observation I is given a weight from the Gaussian
kernel fun tion a ording to distan e between r0 and r (y). For estimation when
there is ensoring, however, we will modify this weighted least-squares problem.
For easier notation, we will hen eforth write r instead of r (y) for i 2 N when
there is no possibility of misunderstanding.
Let K denote the Gaussian kernel, that is K (x) = exp( x2 =2). The lo al polynomial kernel estimate is based on the assumption that the unknown regression
fun tion f an be approximated lo ally by a polynomial of degree p,

x

T

T o

k

Kh (ri

r0 )

(5)

T

instead of the sum of squares (4), where  is the distribution fun tion of N(0,1),
that is, a zero mean, normally distributed random variable with unit varian e.
The reason behind minimizing (5) is that it orresponds to maximizing the lo al
likelihood
P
P
Y n 1 I
(r r0 ) o i Y n =0 (r r0 ) T o i
=0

p

2

i

A

T

i



k



k

i

k

p

w

k

k

2

i

A

T

i

k

w



for r lose to r0 . To al ulate the value of the estimate at an arbitrary point
we lo ally t a polynomial of degree p by solving the weighted least-square

of observations I , that are possibly ensored above T . The weights w = K (r
r0 ), ould be interpreted as the proportions of observations from a larger sample
being at r . We here impli itly assume the image noise  to be i.i.d. and normal.
Noti e however that we generally, in the main assumption (2), assume the image
noise to be orrelated.
When referring to the two kinds of lo al quadrati kernel estimates dealt with
above, we will sometimes all the two versions "the standard" and "the ensored"
version, respe tively. We will also use " ensored regression" for the latter.
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i
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In order to have the estimated intensity pro le symmetri , as
assumed in the model, we use the re e ted data f r (y); I g together with
fr (y); I g as data when al ulating the regression. However, we only evaluate f^
at the points r (y).
Remark 2: Note that the original lo al quadrati kernel estimate, de ned by
the minimizer of (4), is linear in the pixel values. This means that we an write

Remark 1:

i

i

280

i

260

i

240

i

j

200

180

X

f^(ri ) =

220

Ii

2Nx

(6)

Wij Ij

160

for ea h i 2 N for some matrix W . This matrix is alled the equivalent kernel
matrix. The tra e of W , is a ommon estimate of the degrees of freedom for
tting of f to the data fr ; I g, see Hastie and Tibshirani (1990, hap. 3). We
will use this below when estimating the varian e 2 . Note that W only depends
on the bandwidth and the distan es r = r (y).
In ontrast to the lo al quadrati kernel estimate, the ensored version, de ned
by (5), is not linear in the pixel values sin e it ontains the non-linear term
involving . It should also be noted that f^ is never linear in andidate parti le
enter y.

120

x

i

i

i

i

Algorithm for ensored regression

The problem with equation (5), is that the parameter 2 , the varian e of the
image noise  , is unknown. Hen e, this needs to be estimated as well. However,
instead of minimizing (5) with respe t to both and 2 lo ally for ea h r0 ,
we will use an iterative s heme, alternating between estimation 2 globally and
updating the regression estimates.
Let f 0 denote the estimate from a standard lo al quadrati kernel estimate at
point r . The rst, pilot, estimate of 2 , is based on the residuals between f 0
and the pixel values:
X
1
0 2
(7)
^02 =
jA j trfW g 2 T I f
i

i

i

i

T

i

i

A

where jA j is the number of elements in A , and W the equivalent kernel matrix
de ned in equation (6) above for the standard lo al quadrati estimate.
Next, minimize equation (5) at ea h point r using the pilot estimate 02 and
denote this intensity pro le estimate f 1 for i 2 N . Then, estimate 2 by (7)
again (using the same W as before), however this time using f 1 instead of f 0 .
T

T
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Figure 5: The resulting estimate of the intensity pro le for the parti le at depth 5 from Figure 2. For parti les with ensoring for small r-values it is essential to use
re e ted data when al ulating the estimate (see Remark 1 after equation 5). Otherwise
the estimated pro le would have had a large negative derivative.

This above is repeated until the relative di eren e j2 2+1 j=2 between the
two onse utive estimates of 2 is smaller than a ertain limit Æ, hosen su h
that an update gives a negligible e e t on the minimization of (5). Here, we
let Æ = 0:01 and the iterative s heme typi ally onverges after two or three
iterations.
In Figure 5 we have plotted the resulting intensity pro le to the parti le at depth
-5 in Figure 2. Without re e ting the data around r = 0 (see Remark 1 above),
the estimated f would have been quite di erent, with a large negative derivative
of the estimated pro le at zero.
k

Bandwidth sele tion:

k

k

ross-validation

Denote by f^ the (standard) lo al quadrati kernel estimate of f when leaving
out the i:th data point, and using h as bandwidth. For ea h h we onstru t the
ross-validation s ore
1 X I f^ (r (x)) 2 :
(8)
CV (h) =
i

h

n i2N

i

i

h

i

x

In pra ti e, CV is omputed for a nite number of suitably hosen bandwidths.
For the data onsidered in this paper, bandwidth between 0.4 and 1.2 have
turned out to be suitable hoi es. The bandwidth minimizing the ross-validation
10

is denoted by h . When pixel values are ensored, the summation in (8) is
restri ted to A , the un ensored pixels.
When estimating the enters, a pilot bandwidth h will rst be used to nd
the minimizer of S . Then, a ross-validation study will be performed and the resulting h will be used to re-estimate the enter, if needed. As pilot bandwidth
h = 0:7 has turned out to work well for estimating the enter for all appearan es of parti les onsidered. In fa t, the enter estimation pro edure is highly
insensitive to the hoi e of bandwidth. Simulation studies have also shown that
the di eren e between updating and not updating the bandwidth for a se ond
re-estimation of the enter is pra ti ally negligible. For the estimation of f , it
is more important however. Choosing a too large bandwidth auses a large bias
in the estimation and pi king a too small bandwidth in reases the varian e.
opt

T

pilot

opt

3 Parti le Center Estimation
x

2

i

A

max

Algorithm for estimating the enter

We assume that a rst, andidate position y0 is given to us. We also assume that
a suitable neighborhood N is pi ked a ording to the dis ussion in the previous
se tion. Furthermore, a pilot bandwidth h should also be hosen. For the
data onsidered here, we use h = 0:7.
To al ulate S (y) at a andidate enter y, do as follows:
x

pilot

pilot

1. Cal ulate the distan es r (y) for the andidate enter y to all pixel lo ations
i2N .
2. Compute f^(r (y)) for ea h point of evaluation r (y) using bandwidth h .
i

Given a neighborhood N to a parti le with enter in x, we estimate the enter
by the minimizer x^ of
X
2
(9)
I f^(r (y ))
S (y ) =
i

valid up to a ertain size of the neighborhood, sin e there are other interfering
parti les present in the image. This is realized after looking at the sequen e
image of Figure 1. In the simulation study, we will use r = 15 and for the
parti les in the sub-images of Figure 2, we will take the entire sub-image as
neighborhood.

i

T

for y 2 Nx , where f^ is the lo al quadrati kernel estimate using fri (y); Ii g for
i 2 Nx as data, as dis ussed in the previous se tion. Furthermore, AT is the set
of un ensored pixels, that is, pixels below the ensoring limit T .
Note that in (9), it is the ovariates ri (y) that hange with y. The response
variables, the pixel values Ii for i 2 Nx, are the same for ea h y.

x

i

i

pilot

3. Cal ulate S(y) a ording to equation (9).

Before the minimization of (9), we need a neighborhood N of pixel lo ations
to x. However, when x is unknown, so is N . Nevertheless, if we are given an
approximate parti le enter y0 , manually or by some automati image analysis
method, we an let N = N 0 where N 0 is de ned by equation (1) for x = y0
for a suitable hoi e of r .
The hoi e of r is a balan e between wanted pre ision of the estimated enter
on one hand, and omputational e ort and distan e to nearby parti les on the
other hand. Pi king a large r in reases the number of pixels in the sum (9)
and we therefore expe t the estimate to get better. This vague argument is of
ourse only true to a ertain extent, sin e assumption (2) is in pra ti e only

The minimizer x^ of S using h as bandwidth is a preliminary estimate of
the parti le enter x. A ross-validation study is then ondu ted using the data
fr (^x); I g for i 2 N and the minimizing bandwidth is alled h . After this,
the enter is re-estimated as above using h as bandwidth.
The a tual optimization s heme an be hosen a ording to personal taste. We
used a greedy sear h: ompute the value of S (y) for values y in a 5 times 5
uniform mesh with distan e dy to nearest horizontal and verti al neighbour.
Find the minimizer y1 among these, and re- al ulate S (y) for a similar mesh,
but this time entered above y1 and with inter-distan e dy=2.
Remark: In Step 2, f^(r (y )) is al ulated either using the algorithm for ensored
regression in Se tion 2, or using the standard lo al quadrati kernel estimation.
However, note that nding the minimizer of equation (5) is mu h more omputationally ostly than nding the minimizer to equation (4). Therefore, one way
of redu ing the omputational ost when estimating the enter, would be to rst
use the standard version to nd a preliminary estimate as above. After the preliminary estimate has been found, an update in position is done, this time using
the ensored version of the lo al quadrati kernel estimate. For the degrees of
ensoring present in the data onsidered here, simulation studies has shown that
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12

Choi e of
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x

x

x

x

y

y

max

max

max

pilot

i

i

x

opt

opt

i

the di eren e in pre ision of the parti le enter estimate is pra ti ally negligible
between the two methods of lo al quadrati kernel estimates.

k

Standard Error Estimates

Estimates on the standard error on parti le enter estimation will be derived
using a sandwi h estimator, whi h allows for the residuals to be orrelated. See
for example Owen (2001).
Re all that the estimate of the parti le enter x was the y minimizing
S (y ) =

Xn

2

i

A

Sin e we do not know J = J (x) and  = (x), we have to estimate or approximate them.
The standard way to approximate J (x) would be by J (^x), but this involves
di erentiating ea h g with respe t to x, whi h is very umbersome. Instead, we
approximate the derivatives of g in the following way. First we use the hain
rule to get
^ r k (x))  f^ r k (x)
g
=  f (x
= r x :
x1
1
1
^
Then we approximate the derivative of f with respe t to r with the estimate
of the derivative of the intensity pro le, namely ^1 at the point of evaluation
r k (x), that is, the estimate of the derivative of the intensity pro le. Therefore
we get:
g
' 1 (r k (x)) xr1k (xi)1
x

f^(ri (y ))

Ii

T

o2

k

k

i

i

i

This expression is di erentiable with respe t to y sin e the Gaussian kernel is an
in nitely di erentiable kernel with unbounded support. If we had used a kernel
with bounded support, a small perturbation in y an hange the ovariates r (y)
within the supported region entered at the point of evaluation r0 in equation (4),
and hen e hange the estimated valued.
Assume that there are n pixels in N and enumerate the pixels (arbitrarily) as
i1 ; i2 ; : : : ; i . (We use super-indi es sin e sub-indi es denotes the two oordinates
of a pixel lo ation.) We will now let g denote the R valued fun tion of x =
(x1 ; x2 ) with kth element g (x) = f^(r k (x)). The reason is that we want to
emphasize that we here onsider the estimated intensity pro le f^ as a fun tion
of x.
Let J denote the Ja obian of g, that is the n times 2 matrix with element
J (x)
= mk (y) for k = 1; : : : ; n and m = 1; 2. Furthermore, we let R be
the ve tor of residuals at x:
0
1
I1 g1 (x)
B I2 g2 (x) C
R = R(x) = B
B
C;
.. C

. A
I
g (x)
i

k

k

i

1

i

sin e the derivative of the distan e r k (x) with respe t to x1 is (x1 i1 )=r k (x).
The analogous is done for the derivative of g with respe t to x2 . Finally, sin e
x is unknown, we approximate x by x^. We denote the approximate J at point x^
by J^.
k

i

i

k

x

n

n

k

i

g

k;m

x

n

n

where we have used the less awkward notation I instead of I k , for k = 1; : : : ; n.
Moreover, let  = (x) = VarfR(x)g denote the varian e matrix of the residuals.
The sandwi h estimator of the varian e matrix Varfx^g is
k

V

= (J J )
T

1

J T J (J T J ) 1 :

13

i

(10)

Image noise model

Here, we assume that the image noise, and therefore the residuals, are spatially
orrelated with ovarian e fun tion Covf ;  g = 2 exp( jji j jj) between
pixels i; j 2 N  D , for some onstants 2 and > 0, see Se tion 4. This has
been observed to be a reasonable model when the noise stru ture of ba kground
images (that is, images where no parti le in present) has been examined. Consequently, the varian e matrix (x) is repla ed by the estimate ^ , with elements
^ = ^2 exp( ^ jji i jj)
where jji j jj is the Eu lidean distan e between the two pixel lo ations i and j 2
N , and ^ 2 and ^ are the estimated parameters to the model ( ) = 2 exp(  ),
using the observed residuals. See Se tion 4 for how to estimate 2 and .
For a given estimate of a parti le enter, we let V^ denote the estimated ovarian e
matrix
^ J^(J^ J^) 1
V^ = (J^ J^) 1 J^ 
when the estimated model parameters of the noise, ^ 2 and ^ from the residuals
are used in the expression for .
The square-root of the diagonal elements of the estimated varian e matrix V^ ,
are alled the estimated standard errors.
i

x

j

I

k

k;`

l

x

T

T
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4 Results
In Figure 6 we display the re onstru ted versions of the sub-images of Figure 2
after the enters and the intensity fun tions had been estimated. Below the
re onstru ted sub-images, we have displayed the spatial residuals between the
original image and the re onstru ted version.
The t is learly better for parti les with more smoothly varying intensity pro le,
that is, for parti les further away from the fo al plane. This ould be interpreted
as the assumption of rotational symmetry does not t very well for parti les near
the fo al plane. However, small perturbations in the enter estimate make large
di eren e in the residuals when the underlying intensity pro le is varying qui kly.
See Figure 7, where the pixel values surrounding the parti le at the fo al plan
are plotted together with the orresponding estimate of the intensity pro le.
The residuals are in general larger for parti les loser to the fo al plane than
for parti les further away. This is probably due to that the model of rotational
symmetry is not entirely orre t for these depths, due to some unknown opti al
e e t. Also, it may be so that the image noise is multipli ative rather than
additive. This would partly explain why the noise seems to have larger varian e
and for parti les with large u tuations in the intensity pro le.
Spatially

orrelated residuals

A lose-up view of the residuals reveals that there seems to be some orrelation
between the residuals. On the left in Figure 8 we have displayed the sample autoovarian e s ores from the residuals between the original and the re onstru ted
version of the parti le at depth -5. The sample auto ovarian e C for lags k
and m, in the verti al and the horizontal dire tion, respe tively, is de ned as
km

Ckm

=N

1
km

X

f(R

(i1 ;i2 )

R )(R(i1 +k;i2 +m)

R )g

where the summation is made over all pixel lo ations i = (i1 ; i2 ) 2 A at un ensored pixels, su h that both i and the shifted version (i1 + k; i2 + m) is in A .
Moreover, N is the number of elements in the summation, and R is the sample
mean of the residuals. Note that pixels that are ensored are not in luded in the
sample ovarian e. In Figure 8, the largest value is represented as white and the
smallest as bla k. It is immediate that the residual are orrelated.
p
On the right of Figure 8, we have plotted C as a fun tion of  = k2 + m2
instead. We have also plotted the tted exponential orrelation fun tion ( ) =
 2 exp(  ) in solid and in dashed, the nonparametri smooth of C using a
T

T

km

km

Figure 6: Above: The re onstru ted versions of the sub-images in Figure 2. Below, we
display the di eren es (magni ed 5 times) between the original and the re onstru ted
versions. Clearly the t is better for parti les with less rapid hanges in the intensity
fun tion.

km

15

16

fun tion was tted by estimating 2 and by
^ 2 = C00
and

^ = log C1 =C00 ;
where C1 is the mean of C01 and C10 , that is, the mean of the two sample
auto ovarian e s ores for lags of length 1.
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Figure 7: The resulting estimate of the intensity pro le for the parti le at the fo al
plane from Figure 2. Comparing f^ for this depth with the s atter plot, the rotational
symmetry seems reasonable. However the residuals are larger than for parti les further
away from the fo al plane, see Figure 4. This is re e ted in the spatial residuals in
Figure 6.
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We estimated the parti le enter for another 5 parti les present in the same kind
of images (z-s ans) as the parti le in Figure 2, were we know the depth of the
parti les. For ea h parti le, the noise parameters 2 and were estimated as
above, and the standard error for the enter estimate, was estimated as des ribed
in Se tion 3.
In Figure 9 we have plotted the mean of the resulting standard errors for the 15
depths (the o -diagonal terms were negligible for all parti les). Not surprisingly,
the pre ision in the estimation depends on the appearan e of the parti le, and
hen e, on the depth of the parti le. On the right in Figure 9, the mean of
the orresponding estimates of 2 and are displayed for ea h depth. The
noise parameters also depend on the depth of the parti les, probably due to the
worse t of the rotational symmetry model near the fo al plane, as observed in
Figure 6. As mentioned above in onne tion with Figure 7, multipli ative image
noise ould also be a ontributing fa tor to the larger residuals near the fo al
plane.
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5 Simulation Study

lo al linear kernel estimator with bandwidth 0.5. The exponential orrelation

We ondu ted a simulation study using arti ially produ ed images of parti les
to examine if the root-mean-square (RMS) error of the estimated parti le enters
vary with depth in the same way as the estimated standard errors of the real data
displayed in Figure 9. Furthermore, we wanted to see if the estimated standard
errors from the simulated images were onsistent with the RMS errors. The third
obje tive was to examine how mu h the RMS errors were a e ted when pixel
values were ensored but if we used the standard lo al quadrati kernel estimate
in the al ulation of S , instead of the ensored version, see Se tion 3.
We reated an arti ial image of size 33 times 33 for a parti le at depth z as
follows. The true enter for the parti le was hosen as the middle pixel of the

17

18

Figure 8: Sample auto ovarian e for the spatial residuals to t of the parti le at depth
-5 in Figure 2. On the left they are displayed as as image forphorizontal m and verti al
k lags separately, and on the right as a fun tion of  = k2 + m2 , where we also
have plotted the tted exponential orrelation fun tion  2 exp(  ) with  2 = 14:9
and = 0:51 in solid. The dashed line is the nonparametri smooth of Ckm using a
lo al linear kernel estimator with bandwidth 0.5. As seen, the exponential orrelation
fun tion is a bit pessimisti regarding the de ay of the orrelations.
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Figure 9: We estimated the parti le enter for 6 parti les at ea h of the depths in
Figure 2. On the left, the mean of the estimated standard errors of the parti le enter
estimation is displayed and on the right the estimated noise parameters  2 and to
the exponentially de aying orrelation fun tion.

error in pixels

SE

0

−0.1

−0.2

image (17,17) but with an o set hosen uniformly from [-0.5,0.5℄ independently
for both oordinates. We hoose the parti le enter at random in order to get
randomness in the distan es r (x). Then the pixel values for all pixel lo ations are
given the value predi ted by the orresponding intensity pro le f to depth z . As
true intensity pro les, we used the ones estimated for the parti le in 2. To this we
add zero mean Gaussian image noise with ovarian e fun tion 2 exp( jji j jj)
between pixels i and j in the image. The realization of this noise is done via a
Cholesky fa torization of the ovarian e matrix with the elements 2 exp( jji
j jj). We used noise parameters  2 = 25 and = 0:6, whi h was onsidered a
suitable hoi e of parameters, both from looking at the estimated parameters
in Figure 9 but also after an examination of the noise stru ture in ba kground
images (that is images with no parti les present) where the noise varian e were
generally lower, around 13-15, and the orrelation fa tor around 0.6. Finally,
the pixel values are rounded to the nearest integer. Regarding ensoring, this
was only done in one of the studies, see below.
The middle pixel in the arti ial image was used as approximate starting enter
and the pixels within distan e r = 15 from this enter pixel was used as
neighborhood N . Bandwidth h = 0:7 was used as pilot bandwidth for all
depths, see Se tion 3 for details on estimating the enter.
We ondu ted three di erent simulation studies, ea h of whi h onsisted of 500
simulated images with subsequent parti le enter estimation for ea h depth. In
Figure 10 we have displayed the resulting errors in the enter estimation as a
boxplot. The results in the horizontal and verti al oordinates are presented

together sin e there was no orrelation between the oordinate position errors.
The box has lines at the lower quartile, median, and upper quartile values and
the length of the whiskers are 1.5 times the interquartile range, whi h is de ned
as the di eren e between the 75th per entile and the 25th per entile of the data.
Outliers are displayed using the symbol '+'. The solid lines are the RMS errors
plotted symmetri ally on both sides of the x-axis.
Regarding the onsisten y of the estimated standard errors with the RMS errors, we have in Figure 11 plotted the RMS errors (boxes), and the mean of
the 500 estimated standard errors for ea h depth (stars). It seems as if the
estimated standard errors slightly over-estimates the standard errors. The qualitative shape of the two urves is however the same. In Figure 11, we have also
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Figure 10: Boxplot of the resulting parti le enter estimation errors for 500 simulated
images at ea h depth. The errors in both oordinates are presented simultaneously so
ea h boxplot onsists of 1000 values. The solid line is the al ulated RMS error from
the same simulation study for ea h depth. See Figure 11 for the onsisten y he k of
the estimated standard errors in this simulation.
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Figure 11: Left: Comparison between the RMS errors (boxes) of the parti le enter
estimation errors (in both oordinates simultaneously) and the mean of the estimated
standard errors (stars) for the simulation study of 500 simulated images presented in
Figure 10. The standard errors slightly over-estimates the RMS errors, whi h ould be
due to the rather pessimisti noise orrelation model, see Figure 8. Right: Comparison
between the RMS errors (boxes), also plotted in the left plot, and the mean of the
standard errors estimated from the real data (stars), whi h are also plotted in Figure 9.
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Figure 12: In the plot on the left, we have plotted the RMS errors for the horizontal
(boxes) and the verti al oordinates (stars) separately for the simulation study where
we only use the pixels on the even rows. The plot on the right is a omparison between
the magnitude of the absolute values of the RMS errors in the two simulation studies,
using only even rows (boxes) and using all rows (stars).

In Figure 12, the resulting RMS errors for the two oordinates separately are
presented and quite surprisingly, the di eren e between the errors in the two
oordinates is small. The depths for whi h the di eren e between the RMS
errors are statisti ally signi ant on a 95 per ent on den e level, are for depths
-1, 0, and 1. Furthermore, onsidering both oordinates simultaneously, in the
plot on the right, the RMS errors are hardly a e ted even though only half as
many pixels are used in the estimation.
The reason for the rst observation that the errors are almost the same in both
oordinates, is probably that the rotational symmetry imposes su h a strong
ondition on the estimation pro edure so that all pixels ontribute equally, disregarded of the fa t that we a tually have half as many pixels in one dire tion.
For the parti les losest to the fo al plane, the parti les are smaller, and hen e
there are fewer pixels involved. Possibly more surprising is that the magnitude
of the errors hardly in reases. This is probably due to that the image noise
is orrelated; the relative in rease in e e tive sample size is not 1/2 but mu h
smaller sin e the observations are orrelated.

plotted the estimated standard errors from the real data ompared with the RMS
errors from the simulation study. The most probable reason why the standard
errors from the real data, is due to larger estimates of the varian e of the noise
for parti le in the real data lose to the fo al plane, and vi e versa for parti les
further away.
Two more simulation studies were ondu ted. In the rst of these we wanted to
ompare the RMS errors if we ensored pixel values in the images at 255 but did
not take this into onsideration when estimating the enter, that is, we used the
standard lo al quadrati kernel estimator when al ulating S . The numbers of
simulations were again 500 images per depth. The di eren e between the resulting RMS errors here and in the previous study, were not statisti ally signi ant
on a 95 per ent on den e level (based on a normal distribution assumption on
the errors, whi h by a hi-square plot was seen to be highly plausible).
In the last simulation study the obje tive was to investigate how the pre ision in
estimating the enter was a e ted if only the even rows in the images were used
for the estimation. The reason for this investigation is that for sequen e images
like the one in Figure 1, only half of the rows ontain information. These kind
of images are re orded in video format and only half of the rows are updated for
ea h image. Therefore, we would perhaps expe t a lower pre ision in the verti al
oordinate.

Our method of estimating the enters of spheri al parti les in images is possible up to pre ision well beyond sub-pixel a ura y. Sin e it only relies on the
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6 Con lusions and Dis ussion

assumption of rotational symmetry of the appearan e of the parti les in the
images, it an be used for tra king even when the appearan e of the parti les
hanges (just as long as the rotational symmetry assumption still holds). We
therefore believe it to be a highly versatile tool for automati measurements in
video mi ros opy of for example olloidal suspensions.
The simulation study showed that the estimated standard errors are onsistent
with the RMS errors. It is however ne essary that the assumptions on rotational
symmetry and the isotropy of the image noise are orre t. For the real data in
Figure 2, the spatial residuals showed an in reasingly worse t for parti les near
the fo al plane (see Figure 6). One reason ould be that the image model in
equation (2) with additive image noise is not orre t. In Figure 9, the estimated
noise parameters from the real images show signs of some kind of dependen e
of depth, and hen e of the appearan e of the parti les. It ould be so that the
image noise is multipli ative, sin e we seem to have larger varian e and shorter
orrelation length (larger ) for parti les near the fo al plane.
The estimator for the noise parameters is learly biased. An improvement in
this estimation might give better results in the estimation of the standard error.
However, the standard error estimator, predi ts the magnitude of the errors
fairly well, see Figure 11, and it is only here that the noise estimates are needed.
An alternative measure of the lo al rotational symmetry to use when pixels are
ensored, is
1 X I f^(r (y)) 2 X logn f^(r (y)) T o
S (y ) =
alt

 2 i2A
T

i

i

i

2

i

A

T



where, as usual, A is the set of un ensored pixels in N and f^ the ensored
version of the lo al quadrati kernel estimate using the data fr (y); I g. Here,
 2 is the estimated varian e from equation (7). This measure of rotational
symmetry takes are of the ensored pixels in an appropriate manner. Note that
the equation above equals (3) when there is no ensoring. However, sin e the
proportion of ensored pixels is so small here, it would probably not hange the
result.
The result of the simulation study where we only used the even rows in the
images, is interesting; see Figure 12. First sin e the di eren e between the
parti le estimation errors in the verti al and the horizontal oordinates were
very small. Sepond be ause the magnitude of the RMS error did not de rease
with a fa tor 2 as one might have expe ted onsidering that we used half as
many pixels in the parti le enter estimation. Both these observations are good
news for estimating parti le enters in images re orded in video rate, where only
half of the rows in the images are updated at ea h re ording instant.
T

x

i
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There is no known parametri form for the intensity pro les. In fa t, imaging
of spheri al obje ts is still a topi of large theoreti al interest in opti s resear h,
see for example Ovryn and Izen (2000). Ray-tra ing using Fourier opti s (see for
example a standard textbook on opti s as He ht (1998)) does not work here sin e
the size of parti les is in the s ale of the wavelength of light used. An alternative
and more advan ed approa h to Fourier opti s is to use Mie-theory, whi h was
used by Ovryn and Izen (2000) to predi t the appearan e of a polystyrene sphere
of diameter 7m. However, no losed fun tional form of the intensity pro les is
known. For a review of olloidal suspensions in mi ros opy see Elliot and Poon
(2001).
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Depth estimation of olloidal parti les in
mi ros opy
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Abstra t

Estimates of the lo ations of parti les are ru ial for subsequent estimation of intera tion of parti les. It is also of interest for tra king parti les
in three dimensions. Here we fo us on the estimation of depth of olloidal
latex parti les observed in bright- eld video mi ros opy. Pre ise estimation of the parti le enters in 2-D of spheri al parti les in mi ros opy is
overed in Kvarnstrom and Glasbey (2005). Here, we introdu e a method
for estimating the depth of spheri al olloidal parti les, using empiri ally
derived templates. The riterion fun tion used for nding the best orresponden e between the template and the image takes are of possible
ensoring of pixel values in the image and di erent levels of ba kground
intensity. From both real data and a simulation study, the on lusion is
that the depth estimation has a standard error below at least 0.2m, whi h
is the orresponding distan e in depth between the templates used.

1

Figure 1: An image of latex parti les di using in a dilute solution. The di eren e in
appearan e is due to an out-of-fo us e e t.

Introdu tion

In olloidal hemistry, it is ru ial to quantitatively be able to measure the stability of the olloidal system of parti les. Digital mi ros opy o ers vast opportunities for automated measurements of intera tion and di usivity of parti le
systems, both of whi h are important fa tors when determining the stability.
However, estimating intera tion of parti les in a three dimensional domain demands position estimates of all three oordinates. In Figure 1 we give an example
of an image that ould be used for measurements of the properties of a olloidal
suspension. The parti les in the images are di using in a dilute solution and the
image is taken from a larger sequen e of images, re orded at a frame rate of 50
images per se ond. The parti les are made of latex and are all of the same size,

494 nm in diameter. Di eren e in appearan e of parti les in a given image is
due to an out-of-fo us e e t aused by di eren e in depth relative to the fo al
plane. It is this di eren e in appearan e that will be used when estimating the
depth of the parti les.
The image in Figure 1 onsists of 512 times 512 square pixels of side-length 180
nm, so the distan e is roughly 90 m a ross the horizontal and verti al domain
of the image. The exa t maximum deviation of the parti les from the fo al plane
in this experimental setup is unknown but it is believed to be at least 10 m.
In Figure 2, the sub-images show the appearan e of parti les at known depths
relative to the fo al plane. Images like these will be used to onstru t templates

1

2

of what the parti les look like, at a set of di erent depths. The templates ould
then be used for depth estimation of parti les in images like the sequen e images
of Figure 1. Previous studies of measurements of olloidal parti les using digital
mi ros opy in lude Cro ker and Grier (1996, 1998), however their studies onerned systems of parti les eÆ iently on ned at a single depth. For an overview
of olloidal hemistry in general, see Evans and Wennerstrom (1999) and for an
overview of mi ros opy used for observing olloidal suspensions, see Elliot and
Poon (2001).
Examples of depth estimation in vision and image pro essing are several. The
problem formulation is however usually rather di erent, as is the solution. One
appli ation is re onstru tion of 3-D s enery from video sequen es. For example,
in Chowdhury and Chellappa (2001), this is done by tra king orresponden es
of various landmarks of geometri al obje ts (su h as orners of a building) and
relate these to the known movements of the amera. Another appli ation is to
determine the distan e from the amera to various obje ts in an image s enery,
see for example Gil et al. (2004) and Ahn et al. (1997). The underlying assumption is that the images of obje ts not in fo us, are onvolutions of the original,
true image, and a linear (known) low-pass lter. The depths of the obje ts in
the image are then estimated by means of estimating the amount of smoothing
in the observed image, either by a de onvolution or a measure of the fra tion of
high-pass versus low-pass omponents. None of these te hniques are appli able
here sin e there are obviously no suitable landmarks on the latex parti les, and
the di erent appearan es of the de-fo used parti les annot be represented by a
linear operation.
Pre ise estimation of the enters in the image plane (2-D position estimation),
is overed in Kvarnstrom and Glasbey (2005). This estimation was based on
the assumption of rotational symmetry of the pixel values surrounding a parti le
enter. The standard errors of the estimates were both estimated and veri ed in
a simulation study to be between 0.02 and 0.10 pixels, depending on the distan e
in depth from the fo al plane, with larger deviation for parti les further away
from the fo al plane. This orresponds to standard errors between 3.6 and 18
nm. Furthermore, a method was developed to estimate the fun tional form of
how pixel values hange with distan e (in the image domain) from the parti le
enter. In the present paper, the intensity pro les, for parti les at di erent
(known) depths will rst be estimated and then used as template pro les to
determine the depths of parti les for whi h we do not know the true depth.
This kind of approa h is alled template mat hing. The intensity pro les (or
templates) will be estimated nonparametri ally using a lo al quadrati kernel
estimate. From now on, we will by parti le enter mean the 2-D enter, that the
lo ation of the parti le enter in the image plane. The third oordinate will be

alled depth and denoted by z .
Template mat hing is a fairly ommon method in image pro essing where the
best orresponden e between an image and a set of templates is sought. Examples where the method has been used su essfully, is in Young et al. (1998) to
automati ally identify and measure yeast ells in DIC mi ros opy, and Dralle and
Rudemo (1997), where positions of trees are estimated from areal photographs.
Here, our set of templates should mimi the appearan e of parti les at di erent
depth of fo us. Given an image of a parti le at an unknown depth, the orresponding depth of the template that gives the best orresponden e, would then
be the estimate of the depth of the parti le in the image. We therefore need
both to onstru t the set of template pro les and to de ne a suitable riterion
fun tion to nd the \best orresponden e".
The templates will be onstru ted by estimating the intensity pro les in images of
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Figure 2: The appearan es of the parti les at 35 di erent depths relative to the fo al
plane. Sub-image 0 orresponds to a parti le at the fo al plane, and sub-images with
negative and positive labels are below and above the fo al plane, respe tively. The
distan e in depth between two onse utive label numbers is 0.2 m.

parti les at known depths, like the sub-images of Figure 2. Images like these were
re orded by rst letting parti les adsorb on one of the on ning glasses of the
spe imen, and then move the spe imen relative to the opti s of the mi ros ope.
We have 61 z-s an images like these to our disposal, with distan e to the fo al
plane ranging from -6 m to +6 m with 0.2 m between ea h. In Figure 2,
we display a subset of the total number of depths. For ea h z-s an, there are
10 parti les present and believed to be totally adsorbed on the glass, and hen e,
at the same relative depth. In ea h sub-image in Figure 2 we have extra ted
the neighborhood around a parti le in the z-s an for the depth spe i ed by the
orresponding label. We have used the same parti le in all sub-images ex ept
for depths -2, -1, 8, and 12. In the z-s ans for these depths, the original parti le
was o luded by other, mobile parti les in the spe imen. Therefore, for subimages -2, -1, 8, and 12, another parti le was used. We are not able to present
the appearan e of the same parti le at ea h depth sin e all of the 10 adsorbed
parti les are o luded in at least one of the 61 z-s ans.
The riterion fun tion used here is based on least squared distan e between the
template pro le and the pixel values surrounding the parti le enter. Care must
however be taken sin e ensoring in the images o urs for pixel values larger
than an upper limit T . Also, parti les in the images are generally at di erent
ba kground pixel levels. This a e ts the relative level of ensoring for parti les
at di erent ba kground levels; a parti le at a lo ation with large ba kground
intensity has more pixels ensored than a parti le with low ba kground intensity. Hen e, the riterion fun tion should also take this into a ount. We will
ompare the performan e between ve di erent riterion fun tions and nd out
that taking are of di erent ba kground levels is far more important than taking
are of ensored pixel values.

2

Assumptions

order ontinuous derivative. Also, we assume that fz is an even fun tion of r
(even though r is never negative), so that the derivative of fz at r = 0 is equal
to zero, that is fz0 (0) = 0. The image noise, i for i 2 DI , is assumed to be
normally distributed, with (isotropi ally) orrelated pixel values, whi h is what
have been observed in the images onsidered here. The ba kground level is
generally di erent for ea h parti le.
Regarding the neighborhood Nx , there are several hoi es. For the parti les in
Figure 2, we an take all pixels in the orresponding sub-image as the neighborhood Nx . More typi ally however, we let

Nx = fi 2 DI : ri (x)  rmax g

(2)

for an appropriately hosen maximum distan e rmax . For images like Figure 1,
when the distan e between two parti les is loser than 2 rmax, we might however
need to ex lude some pixels from the two neighborhoods. This will however not
be dealt with in this paper. Throughout this paper, we will use a neighborhood
like the one given in (2), with rmax equal to 15.
As mentioned earlier, the pixel values in the images are ensored above an upper
limit T . Here, T equals 255. Censoring has to be dealt with properly, both when
estimating the template pro les and in the subsequent mat hing. In Figure 3,
the s atter plots illustrate what ensoring typi ally looks like. Ea h s atter plot
onsists of the pixel values Ii and the distan es ri (y) from a andidate parti le
enter y of the parti le. The s atter plots on the right are for distan es ri (^x)
from the orresponding estimates of the parti le enters. Hen eforth, when we
refer to a s atter plot for a parti le, we mean the plot of pixel values Ii to the
distan es ri (y) for a andidate or estimated parti le enter y.

The underlying assumption of the appearan es of the parti les in the images we
are onsidering here, is the rotational symmetry of the pixel values lose to the
true parti le enter. More pre isely, for a parti le lo ated at x = (x1 ; x2 ) 2 R2 ,
we assume that there exists a neighborhood Nx of (integer valued) pixel enters
i = (i1 ; i2 ) su h that
Ii = fz (ri (x)) + + i
(1)
for i 2 Nx , where Ii is the pixel value at i and ri (x) is the Eu lidean distan e
from the parti le enter x to the pixel enter i. We denote the domain for whi h
the image I is de ned by DI . The fun tion fz is alled the intensity pro le at
depth z of a parti le. It is assumed to be a smooth fun tion with at least se ond

We assume the noise in the images to be zero-mean additive Gaussian noise with
isotropi ovarian e 2 exp( jji j jj) between pixel enters i and j 2 DI . The
onstants 2 and , are the varian e and the inverse orrelation length, respe tively and jj  jj denotes the Eu lidean distan e. This was found in Kvarnstrom
and Glasbey (2005) to be a reasonable approximation of the orrelation stru ture
of the noise in the onsidered images. Even though the noise assumed to be orrelated, when estimating the intensity pro les, we pro eed in a quasi-likelihood
approa h, impli itly assuming independent errors i . In fa t, the orrelation
stru ture will in this paper only be used when simulating image noise in the
simulation study. The noise parameters 2 = 25 and = 0:6 are thought to be
suÆ iently onservative estimates.
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3. Estimate the intensity pro le with the bandwidth hopt . If there are ensored pixels, use ensored regression as des ribed below..
The resulting intensity pro le estimate for this depth z is denoted by fz .
Mu h of the material found in this se tion an be found in greater detail in Kvarnstrom and Glasbey (2005).
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3.1 Estimating enters in 2-D
We estimate the parti le enter by minimizing
X
S (y) =
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Figure 3: Here we have zoomed in on depth -15 (top row) and 8 (bottom row) of
the parti le in Figure 2. The middle olumn show the s atter plots of pixel values and
distan es from the enter pixel in the sub-images, and the right olumns the s atter
plots after re ning the enter (separately for ea h). Noti e the ensoring of pixel values
above 255.

3

Template onstru tion

Figure 2 shows what a parti le looks like at 35 di erent depths. In sub-image 0,
the parti le is at the fo al plane. Negative labels orrespond to parti les below,
and positive labels to parti les above the fo al plane. The distan e in depth
between two onse utive labels is 0.2 m.
The s atter plots in the middle and the right olumns of Figure 3 for the two
parti les, illustrate the need to re ne the enters of the parti les at greater
a ura y than to the (integer-valued) pixel enters.
For a parti le at known depth z , the template pro le is onstru ted as follows:
1. Re ne the position estimate by nding the position with maximal rotational symmetry by minimizing equation (3) below.
2. Find the bandwidth hopt that minimizes the ross-validation s ore for the
lo al quadrati kernel estimate used on the pixel values Ii and the distan es
to the estimated enter.
7

(3)

2

i2Nx

for the parti le lo ated at x (see Kvarnstrom and Glasbey (2005)). Here, g(y; )
is a s atter smooth of the data points fri (y); Ii g al ulated by means of a lo al
quadrati kernel estimate with a Gaussian kernel fun tion (see below). We let
x^ denote the minimizer of S and all it the estimate of x. The idea behind
minimizing equation (3), is to nd the position of (lo al) maximal rotational
symmetry.
For easier notation, we will hen eforth write ri instead of ri (y) when there is
no possibility of misunderstanding. We will now explain brie y how the lo al
quadrati kernel estimate is al ulated. Standard referen es for nonparametri
lo al polynomial kernel estimation are Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) and Fan and
Gijbels (1996). Let K denote the Gaussian kernel, that is K (x) = exp( x2 =2).
The lo al quadrati kernel estimate is based on the assumption that the unknown
regression fun tion f an be approximated lo ally by a polynomial of degree two,
2
X
f (k) (r0 )
(r r0 )k
f (r) '
k=0 k!
for r lose to r0 . To al ulate the value of the estimate at an arbitrary point r0 ,
we lo ally t a quadrati polynomial using weighted least-squares by minimizing
Xn

i2Nx

Ii

2
X

k=0

o2

r0 )k Kh (ri

k (ri

r0 )

(4)

with respe t to = ( 0 ; 1 ; 2 ) and denote the minimizer by ^. Here, Kh (x) =
h 1 K (x=h) is the kernel with bandwidth h > 0. The estimates of f (k) at r0 , for
k = 0; 1, and 2 are
f^(k) (r0 ) = k! ^k
8

The value of g at the point r0 = ri (y) for the andidate enter y, is then
g(y; ri (y)) = f^(0) (ri (y)). For ea h andidate enter y in the evaluation of S (y)
in expression (3), this is done for all distan es ri (y) to the pixel enter i 2 Nx .
Noti e also that sin e g is the solution to a weighted least-squares, g(y; ri (y)) is
a linear ombination of the pixel values Ij for j 2 Nx .
For the data onsidered here, the lo al quadrati model is not very sensitive to
hoi e of bandwidth. This was shown in a ross-validation study in Kvarnstrom
and Glasbey (2005), where h = 0:7 turned out to be a good hoi e of a pilot
bandwidth when estimating the parti le enter, for the depths onsidered here.
The bandwidth is then updated, via a ross-validation study, as we get loser to
the minimizer of S . How to ondu t a ross-validation is explained below.

by ^. Here,  is the distribution fun tion of a standard normal random variable.
The problem with equation (5), is that the parameter 2 , the varian e of the
image noise i , is unknown. Hen e, this needs to be estimated as well. However,
instead of minimizing (5) with respe t to both and 2 lo ally for ea h r0 ,
we will use an iterative s heme, alternating between estimation 2 globally and
updating the regression estimates.
Let f^i0 denote the estimate from a standard lo al quadrati kernel estimate at
point ri . The rst, pilot, estimate of 2 , is based on the residuals between f^0
and the pixel values:
1 X I f^0 2
^02 =
(6)
i i
jA j
T i2AT

is denoted by hopt , where f^h i is the lo al quadrati kernel estimate using all
pixels ex ept the ith. In pra ti e, the set over whi h CV is al ulated, is nite.
Here, we al ulate CV for h = 0:5; 0:6; : : : ; 1:5.
When none of the pixel values Ii are ensored, fz is re-estimated with the lo al
quadrati kernel estimate, this time with hopt as bandwidth. If there is ensoring
however, we will use a slightly modi ed estimation s heme.

where jAT j is the number of elements in AT . Next, minimize equation (5) at ea h
point ri using the pilot estimate 02 and denote this intensity pro le estimate f^i1
for i 2 Nx . Then, estimate 2 by (6) again, this time using f^1 . Repeat this
until the relative hange jk2 k2+1 j=k2 between two onse utive estimates of 2
is smaller than a ertain limit Æ, hosen su h that an update gives a negligible
e e t on the minimization of (5). Here, we let Æ = 0:01 and the iterative s heme
typi ally onverges after two or three iterations.
Remark: The estimator of  2 in equation (6) is biased. In Kvarnstrom and
Glasbey (2005) it was proposed to use jAT j trfW g in the denominator instead
of jAT j. Here, W is the equivalent kernel matrix, for whi h f^(ri (y)) =
P
j2Nx Wij Ij , where f^ is the standard lo al quadrati kernel estimate. (Remember that this was linear in the pixel values sin e it is the solution to a
weighted least-squares problem.) Thus, jAT j trfW g is an estimate of the degrees of freedom in the lo al quadrati kernel estimate. An better alternative is
therefore to use this in the denominator.

Censored regression

Resulting intensity pro les

Let AT denote the set of un ensored pixels, that is AT = fi 2 Nx : Ii < T g.
Hen e, the omplement AT is the set of ensored pixels. For an arbitrary point
r0 , denote the minimizer of

The set of nal estimates of the pro les are alled template pro les and denoted
by ffz g, thus dropping the hat-sign for easier notation. They are al ulated and
stored for 200 equally spa ed points between 0 and 15. In Figure 4, the resulting
pro les for the 35 depths orresponding to the sub-images of Figure 2 are shown.
Intensity pro les of parti les loser to the fo al plane have larger u tuations
than the orresponding intensity pro les for parti les further away. Furthermore, for parti les below the fo al plane, the intensity pro le assumes large
values lose to r = 0, whereas the opposite is valid for parti les above the fo al
plane ( ompare with Figure 2). Noti e that the estimated intensity pro les an

3.2 Estimating the intensity pro les
When the parti le enter has been found, we estimate the intensity fun tion fz .
First of all, the bandwidth has to be updated from the pilot bandwidth h = 0:7
in the enter estimation. The bandwidth minimizing the ross-validation s ore
CV , de ned as
X
Ii f^h i (ri (^x)) 2 ;
CV (h) =
i2Nx

2
o
X
1
1 Xn X
k 2
2
2 log  i2AT Kh(ri r0 ) + 22 i2AT Ii k=0 k (ri r0 ) Kh (ri r0 )
(5)
o
n  P2
k
X
log  k=0 k (ri r0 ) T Kh(ri r0 )

i2AT
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Assume rst that the image noise varian e 2 and ba kground level are both
known. Then the minimizer of
n 
o
X
1 X I
log  fz (ri (x)) + T
f (r (x)) 2
(7)
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Figure 4: The resulting template pro les for the sub-images of Figure 2. The intensity
pro les orresponding to sub-images with negative labels are plotted on the left and
the ones with positive labels, in luding the parti le at the fo al plane, on the right.

assume larger values than the ensoring level T = 255. For parti les below the
fo al plane, where ensoring o urs for small r-values, this was possible sin e we
assume the true pro le to be an even fun tion of r, whi h is natural onsidering the assumptions of rotational symmetry and the smoothness of the intensity
pro le.

4

Template mat hing

Let us assume that the enter x of a parti le is given. Then our data onsist of
fri ; Ii g = fri (x); Ii g, of pixel values and distan es to x. Having onstru ted the
template pro les in Se tion 3, we are to sear h for the template pro le fz that
gives the best orresponden e to the data fri ; Ii g. This orresponden e an be
measured in a number of ways.
Arguably the most popular riterion is the square di eren e between the template and the data, whi h in our ase would be to let the minimizer of
X

i2Nx

Ii

fz (ri (x))

2

with respe t to the pro les fz , be the estimate of the depth. This riterion
fun tion does not however take into a ount either ensored pixels or di erent
ba kground levels . Sin e both these issues are typi al for our data, a modi ation is alled for.
11
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i2AT

would be an estimate of the depth z taking into a ount both ensoring and
di erent ba kground levels. As before, T is the ensoring level, and  the umulative distribution fun tion of a standard normal random variable. In fa t,
this estimate of z is the maximum likelihood estimate of z under the assumption
that the pixel values Ii are
Ii = fz (ri (x)) + + i
for some fz in our set of templates, the true 2-D enter is at x, and that the
image noise variables i are i.i.d. and N(0, 2 )-distributed. Sin e the templates
fz are stored only for 200 equally spa ed values over the interval [0,15℄, the values
of fz at the points ri (x) are evaluated by linear interpolation from these stored
values of the template pro les.
Regarding 2 , we will use the residuals between the pixel values Ii and the lo al
regression smooth gi = g(x; ri (x)) from the parti le enter estimation pro edure
of minimizing (3) using only the un ensored pixel values, in exa tly the same
that we did in equation (6).
For , we will use a pro le likelihood approa h, estimating separately for ea h
andidate template pro le fz . Thus, the minimizer of
1 X I ^ f (r (x)) 2 X logn fz (ri (x)) + ^z T o (8)
M (z ) =
2 i2AT i

z

z i



i2AT

will be used as an estimate of z , where ^z is the minimizer of equation (7) with
respe t to , given fz .
For omparison, we will use four other riterion fun tions, namely:
X
M1 (z ) =
Ii fz (ri (x)) 2
M2 (z ) =
M3 (z ) =
M4 (z ) =

i2Nx

X

i2Nx

Ii

X

i2Nx

Ii

X

i2AT

Ii

I

fz (ri (x)) fz

~z fz (ri (x))

2

~z fz (ri (x))

2
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X
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fz (ri (x))

Ii
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240
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log M(z)

where ~z is omputed for ea h z separately as the minimizer of

I

i

while keeping z xed, and where I is the mean of the pixel values in Nx and fz
the mean of fz (ri (x)) for i 2 Nx .
The riterion fun tion M1 is not believed to perform very well if we have either
ensoring or di erent ba kground levels. The last three riteria all take into
a ount the ba kground level. The di eren e between them is subtle. M2 simply
subtra ts the orresponding mean from ea h term, without bothering about the
possibility of ensoring; one ould say that M2 estimates by I fz . On
the other hand M3 and M4 estimate from the un ensored pixel values only.
Also, whereas M1 , M2 , and M3 all sum over all pixels in Nx , M4 only sums
over the un ensored pixels. Furthermore, note that when there is no ensoring,
M = M 2 = M3 = M4 .
For parti les for whi h we want to estimate the depth, we rst estimate the
parti le enter by minimizing equation (3). The pixel values and distan es from
the estimated parti le enter, fri ; Ii g = fri (^x); Ii g, are then used in template
mat hing.
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Figure 5: The s atter plot in the left panel is from a parti le, presumed to be at
depth -15. The mat hing riteria M (solid), M1 (dotted), M3 (dashed), and M4 (soliddotted) are plotted on the right and they all have a dip towards -15. M1 is pra ti ally
indistinguishable from M3 ; the di eren e is only visible around the dip and for z smaller
than -20.
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Results

In Figure 5 we have displayed the s atter plot from a parti le from the same
z-s an as sub-image -15 in Figure 2 after the enter has been re ned. We have
also plotted the template pro le fz that gave the best t, the template for depth
z = 15. The logarithm of the mat hing riteria M , M1 , M3 , and M4 are plotted
in the right panel of Figure 5. To be omparable, we divided the mat hing riteria
Mk , k = 1; 3; 4, by 2 . M is the solid line, M1 the dotted, M3 the dashed, and
M4 the solid-dotted. We see that all four have a dip towards z = 15. M2 is
not displayed sin e it was indistinguishable from M3. The di eren e between
the riteria is learly visible for templates orresponding to parti les above the
fo al plane (the positive labels), sin e they all have low pixel values for d lose
to zero, and this is where ensoring o urs for this parti le. Compare also this
result with the template pro les in Figure 4.

We ondu ted a small performan e study of the depth estimation pro edure
developed in Se tions 3 and 4 using real data onsisting of the z-s ans. In
the 61 z-s ans used in the onstru tion of the templates, we have in total 10
parti les believed to be at the same relative depth as the orresponding parti les
in the sub-images of Figure 2. All 10 parti les are however not present in every
z-s an, sin e even though our parti les are adsorbed on one of the glasses of
the spe imen, not all other parti les in the spe imen are. As a onsequen e,
the adsorbed parti les are sometimes o luded by the mobile ones. For ea h
parti le, we do not use the z-s ans where it is o luded. Therefore, the number
of parti les for ea h depth used varies between 8 and 10. (There are 10 parti les
in 43 z-s ans, 9 in 14 z-s ans, and 8 in 4 of the z-s ans.)
The only riterion fun tion used here, was M . Also, we used the neighborhoods
Nx of equation (2) with rmax = 15, that is, all pixels within distan e 15 from
the orresponding estimate of the parti le enter are taken into a ount.
In the left panel of Figure 6, we have plotted the di eren e between the estimated
depth using our onstru ted templates, and the (believed) true depth for the
depths between -30 and 30. A dot indi ates that at least one of the parti les
had this error for that depth, therefore multiple errors at a spe i depth are
not visible in this plot. We also al ulated the sample mean error (bias) and
sample standard deviation of the errors for ea h z . The solid line in Figure 6
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Figure 6: On the left, the dots represents the errors in depth versus the (believed)
true depth for all ten parti les. The solid line is the smoothed sample bias. The
dashed-dotted lines are the smoothed bias plus and minus three times the smoothed
sample standard deviation for ea h depth. The dots on the right are the pointwise
root-mean-square errors for ea h depth and the solid line is the smoothed RMS.
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Figure 7: The errors in the depth estimates versus the (believed) true depth, for two
di erent parti les. There seems to be a trend upwards and downwards, respe tively for
the two parti les, as the depth goes from negative to positive.

as the depth goes from negative to positive. The reason for this behavior is not
known. Naturally, systemati o sets from the believed true depth makes it hard
to draw on lusions on the a ura y of the depth estimation.

is the smoothed mean of the error (bias) and the two dashed-dotted lines are
the smoothed sample bias plus and minus three times the smoothed sample
standard deviation, respe tively. The pointwise root-mean-square (RMS) errors
are plotted in the right panel of Figure 6, together with its smoothed version. All
smoothing was ondu ted using a lo al linear kernel estimate with bandwidth 5.
The two gures tell us that the a ura y in depth estimation is better for depths
loser to the fo al plane.
The RMS error al ulated over all depths and parti les is 0.60 z -units and the
mean bias is -0.23 z -units. Even though the number of repli ates are few, the
investigation indi ates that depth estimation is possible at least with a level of
a ura y orresponding to a standard deviation of one z -unit, whi h orresponds
to 0.2 m. This should be ompared with the a ura y of the position estimation
in 2-D reported in Kvarnstrom and Glasbey (2005), namely the a ura y varying
from 0.02 to 0.10 pixels in RMS error, whi h orresponds to 3.6 nm and 20 nm,
respe tively.
The major ontributing fa tor to the RMS errors for this study however, seems
to be the systemati o set in depth relative to the depth of the two parti les used
in the template onstru tion. Furthermore, for some parti les this o set seems
to vary for the z-s ans. For example, in Figure 7 we have plotted the errors in
depth estimation as a fun tion of depth (that is, for di erent z-s ans) for two
parti les. There learly seem to be a negative and positive trend, respe tively,

Sin e the number of parti les in the z-s ans is so small, and sin e the true depth
of them did not seem to be same as the orresponding depths for the parti les
used in the template onstru tion, a simulation study was ondu ted.
We reate an arti ial image of size 33 times 33 for a parti le at depth z as
follows. First the enter for the parti le is hosen at the middle pixel of the
image (17,17) but with an o set hosen uniformly from [-0.5,0.5℄ independently
for ea h oordinate. We hoose the parti le enter at random in order to get
randomness in the distan es ri (x). Then the pixel values for all pixel enters are
given the value predi ted by the template pro le fz for depth z plus a random
ba kground level , hosen uniformly among the real values between -40 and
10. This variability is typi ally what is observed in images like the ones in
Figure 1. To this we add zero mean Gaussian image noise with ovarian e
fun tion 2 exp( jji j jj) between pixels i and j in the image. The realization
of this noise is done via a Cholesky fa torization of the ovarian e matrix with
the elements 2 exp( jji j jj). Finally, the pixel values are rounded to the
nearest integer between 0 and 255.
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Simulation study
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Compared to the other mat hing riteria, all but M1 were almost identi al in
performan e. The overall RMS errors for M4, M3 , and M2 where 0.24, 0.25 and
0.25 z -units, respe tively. M1 however, the mat hing riterion that did not take
into a ount either ensoring or di erent ba kground levels, had an overall RMS
error of 5.0 z -units. The on lusion is therefore that taking into a ount di erent
ba kground levels is far more important than taking are of the ensored pixels.
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Figure 8: Example of a simulated image (left) of a parti le at depth 10. The middle panel shows the s atter plot together with the template pro le orresponding to
the orre tly estimated depth. The riterion fun tions M (solid), M1 (dotted), M3
(dashed), and M4 (solid-dotted) are plotted in the right panel.
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Con lusions and dis ussion

In Figure 8, we have, from left to right, an example of a simulated image at
depth z = 10, its s atter plot, and the resulting mat hing riteria. With the
s atter plot, we have also plotted the tted template pro le orresponding to
the ( orre tly) estimated depth. The ba kground level used here is 15 whi h
explains the fairly large amount of ensoring. The image noise parameters 2
and , were 25 and 0.6, respe tively.
For ea h of the 35 depths in Figure 2, we simulated 1000 independent images
and estimated the depth for ea h using the four template mat hing riteria of
Se tion 4. The mat hing for ea h image was done using all 61 template pro les,
that is, we use all templates from depths -30 to 30, not just the 35 depths for
whi h we simulate images for. We did not estimate the parti le enters x for the
distan es ri (x), but used instead the known (but random) enters. We used the
same neighborhoods Nx as in the previous se tion, that is pixels up to distan e
rmax = 15 from the parti le enter.
The overall RMS in the simulation study for all 35 depths was 0.24 z -units or
49 nm. However, the errors were pra ti ally zero for depths between 15 z -units
from the fo al plane. For these depths there were only 14 mis lassi ations.
Considering that the total number of simulations for these depths were 25 000,
we an on lude that the pre ision is very high for depths lose to the fo al plane.
Therefore, the main ontribution to the overall RMS of 0.24 z -units omes from
the depths further away from 15 z -units from the fo al plane. The RMS goes
up almost linearly from zero at depth 15, to 0.6 and 0.8, for depths -30 and
+30, respe tively. Looking at the estimated intensity pro les in Figure 4 or
the appearan e of the parti les in Figure 2, the general tenden y of pre ision is
maybe not surprising. The parti les are more similar looking for depths further
away from the fo al plane.

As dis ussed in Se tion 5, it is hard to draw on lusions on the a ura y of the
depth estimation presented here by using real data as the z -s ans. We simply
annot infer whether the errors are due to our depth estimation or an e e t
of devian es in depth among our ten parti les. The simulation study however
shows that the depth estimation is highly a urate with an overall RMS of 0.25 z
units, or 50 nm. However the RMS varies heavily with the true depth, with RMS
errors up to 0.8 z -units for parti les 6 m from the fo al plane, and pra ti ally
zero for parti les within 2 m from the fo al plane. This should be ompared
with the simulation study for the 2-D estimation in Kvarnstrom and Glasbey
(2005), where the RMS errors varied from 0.020 to 0.10 pixels (3.6 nm to 18 nm)
depending on depth.
In the simulation study, we did not estimate the parti le enter in the image
plane, but used the known true enters. One might think that this may ontribute to the optimisti result of Se tion 6, sin e errors in parti le enters a e t
the distan es ri (x) used in the template mat hing. However, a simulation study
(not reported here) indi ated that this is not the ase at all. Probably a more
important obje tion to the highly optimisti result of the simulation study, is
that the image noise in real images seems to have larger varian e for parti les
lose to the fo al plane, as reported in Kvarnstrom and Glasbey (2005). Even
so, ompared with the result for the real images for these depths, the on lusion
is that the template mat hing approa h works well and the pre ision (measured
as standard error) is at least within one z -index of the z-s ans, orresponding to
0.2m.
Regarding the hoi e of mat hing riterion, even though M s ored best among
the ve in the simulation study, the three others that at least took are of the
di erent ba kground levels (M4 , M3 , and M2 ), were only slightly worse than M .
Therefore, the on lusion is that taking into a ount di erent ba kground levels
is far more important than taking are of the ensored pixels.
additive
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Our template onstru tion was based on parti les adsorbed on the spe imen
glass. If the appearan e of parti les is a e ted by this adsorption, our estimated
pro les might di er from what parti les look like in when they are di using
freely in a solution, as is the ase for the parti les in Figure 1. Consequently,
the depth estimation of free parti les might be a e ted. In relation to this, it
should also be mentioned that the templates an most likely only be used for
depth estimation of parti les of the same size. If there are parti les of di erent
sizes in the solution the template mat hing might be of limited use, unless we
onstru t a set of templates for parti les for a number of di erent sizes.
Regarding the onstru tion of templates, an alternative method to using empirial data, would be to onstru t the templates mathemati ally, using theory from
opti s for the tra ing of rays in the image formation. This was done by Larsen
and Rudemo (1998) for reating templates for the appearan es of tree anopies
observed from the air under di erent lighting onditions. However, sin e the
wavelength of light is in the same order of magnitude as the diameter of the parti les, the two standard approximations of opti s, geometri and Fourier opti s
(ray-tra ing), annot be used. Therefore, this approa h has not been pursued.
An alternative and more advan ed approa h to Fourier opti s ould be to use
Mie-theory, whi h was used by Ovryn and Izen (2000) to predi t the appearan e of a polystyrene sphere of diameter 7 m, that is 14 times bigger than the
parti les onsidered here.
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Abstra t
The positions of parti les assumed to perform Brownian motion have been observed in a
series of images. Sin e some of them seem to be xed, a model with two kinds of parti les,
diffusing and xed, is introdu ed. For ea h parti le position observation we also assume an
additive normal measurement error. We regard the problem as an in omplete data problem
sin e we do not know a priori whi h parti les are really diffusing. The omplete data is
of urved exponential type and the observed data is a mixture of two normal omponents.
The maximum likelihood estimator is omputed via the EM algorithm and it is shown to
be strongly onsistent and asymptoti ally normal, as the number of parti les approa hes
innity, under a reasonable restri tion on the parameter spa e. A simulation study shows
that the method is robust even for large measurement errors, and that the estimates are lose
to normal even for small sample sizes.
Key Words and Phrases: dis retely observed diffusion, measurement error, mixture distribution,

EM algorithm, asymptoti normality, strong onsisten y, urved exponential family

1 Introdu tion
We investigate the estimation of the diffusion varian e (or equivalently, the diffusion oef ient)
of olloidal parti les whi h have been observed in a series of images re orded with a video miros ope. The positions of the parti les have been estimated using image pro essing algorithms
and tools. The moving parti les are assumed to perform Brownian motion in three dimensions.
Furthermore, we assume the observed positions to be imperfe t, i.e. we assume some measurement error. A further ompli ating fa t is that some of the observed parti les are not moving
but are instead parti les adsorbed on the obje tive or over glass of the spe imen. Also, some
observed parti le positions are onsidered to be from false parti les, whi h do not orrespond

3

Figure 1: The 26 traje tories estimated in a sequen e of 12 images together with the rst imag
of the sequen e. The three numbered parti les seem to be xed.

to real parti les, but instead, defe ts in the opti s of the mi ros ope. These xed parti les oul
be removed manually but we de ided not to do that, rst, be ause this should be possible to d
automati ally using statisti al methods, and se ond, be ause the observed positions of the xe
parti les a tually give us information on the measurement error. Instead, we introdu e a mode
whi h is a mixture of diffusing and xed parti les, and for both types, the positions are observe
under additive Gaussian measurement noise. The parameters of the model are the diffusion vari
an e,  2 , the measurement error varian e, e2 , and the proportion of diffusing parti les, p. Th
problem an be onsidered an in omplete data problem sin e we do not know a priori whi
parti les are diffusing.
An example of what the situation may look like, an be seen in Figure 1. The gure show
the initial image in a sequen e of 12 images, together with the positions of the parti les in th
subsequent 11 images, together forming the estimated traje tories of the parti les. Here, th
positions of the parti les have only been estimated in two dimensions. For details regardin
the estimation of the parti le positions, see KVARNSTRÖM (2002). By manual inspe tion, w
made sure that no hange of identities of the parti les o urred in the pro ess of onverting th
observed positions in the images into traje tories. The time interval between two images is 4
millise onds. The parti les are spheri al, made of polystyrene and are all equal in size, 494 nm
in diameter. The apparent differen es in size and brightness are due to an out-of-fo us effe
and depend on pla ement in depth of the parti les relative to the fo al plane. Parti les abov
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the fo al plane are bright in the middle and dark on the ir umferen e and vi e versa for the
parti les below the fo al plane. Also, the depi ted size of a parti le in reases with its distan e
to the fo al plane. In the sequen e displayed Figure 1, three parti les seem to be xed. These
are the parti les with numbers next to them; parti les 5 and 18 are adsorbed on the over and the
obje tive glass, respe tively, and parti le 3 probably orresponds to a defe t in the opti s.
Several papers in the mathemati al statisti s literature deal with the estimation of the diffusion oef ient of a diffusion. Usually however, only the ase where data onsist of a single
observed traje tory, is onsidered. Furthermore, the diffusion oef ient is usually a spa edependent fun tion whi h is either estimated non-parametri ally or parametri ally. The asymptoti properties are then studied either as the sampling interval goes to zero with a xed total
observation length (see DOHNAL (1987) and FLORENS-ZMIROU (1993) for parametri , and
HOFFMANN (1999), JACOD (2000), and HOFFMANN (2001) for non-parametri estimation),
or as the total observation time goes to innity while the sampling interval is kept onstant (see
BIBBY and SØRENSEN (1995) and KESSLER and SØRENSEN (1999)). GENON-CATALOT
and JACOD (1994) also pursues the latter approa h, but with a random sampling s heme.
In the situation overed here, we have several observed parti le traje tories, ea h with a
xed number of samples. Furthermore, the observed positions of the traje tories are subje t to
measurement error and not all observed parti les are diffusing. Our data be omes a nite mixture
of diffusing and non-diffusing parti les. The asymptoti properties of the maximum likelihood
estimator of the model parameters, of whi h the ( onstant) diffusion oef ient is one, is then
analysed. We show that the estimator is strongly onsistent and asymptoti ally normal, as the
number of parti les approa hes innity, under a reasonable restri tion on the parameter spa e.
To the author's knowledge, this is not overed elsewhere in the literature.
As an appli ation, we use the traje tories from the video sequen e in Figure 1 as data. The
maximum likelihood estimator of the parameter is omputed via the EM algorithm, whi h gives
us, in addition to the parameter estimate, the posteriori estimates of whether a parti le is moving or xed, alled the lassi ation variables. The estimated diffusion oef ient is in good
agreement with that predi ted by Stoke-Einstein's relation. Moreover, the lassi ation variable
estimates orrespond very well to our manual lassi ation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we introdu e the model with two kinds of
parti les, diffusing and xed, both observed with additive measurement error on the position estimates. Various properties of the likelihood and the maximum likelihood estimator are dis ussed
in Se tion 3. We introdu e a simple and reasonable restri tion on the parameter spa e and prove
that there always exists a maximum likelihood estimator under this restri tion. Furthermore, we
show how to implement the EM algorithm in this parti ular setup.
In Se tion 4 we study the asymptoti properties of the estimator when we keep the observation length xed and let the number of parti les go to innity. The estimator of the triple
 = ( 2 ; e2 ; p) using the observed data, i.e. the observed in rements, is veried to be strongly
onsistent and asymptoti ally normally distributed under the previously mentioned restri tion on
the parameter spa e. The same asymptoti result is also shown to be true if instead the omplete
data is used.
In Se tion 5 we use the model assumption and estimate the diffusion varian e for the data orresponding to the traje tories in Figure 1. In a simulation study, the EM algorithm is shown to be
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a pra ti al alternative when omputing the maximum likelihood estimate, at least for signal-to
noise ratios  2 =e2 above 1/2, and as long as the observation length, N , is larger than 10. Anothe
simulation study shows that normal approximation of the distribution of  seems reasonable fo
as small population sizes n as 10. Finally, in Se tion 6, we dis uss the results and possible futur
developments.

2 Model assumptions and notation

Let us start by regarding one-dimensional observations of a parti le and denote the true an
observed position of a generi parti le at time k = 0; : : : ; N , by Rk and Sk , respe tively.
For a diffusing parti le we assume the following state-spa e model:

Rk = Rk 1 + wk
(1
Sk = R k + e k
for k = 1; : : : ; N . The initial position R0 is assumed to be a non-random onstant. Furthermore
S0 = R0 + e0 . Sin e ea h moving parti le is assumed to perform a Brownian motion, th
in rements fwk gN
k=1 are zero mean i.i.d. normally distributed random variables with varian
 2 = 2D , where  is the time interval between images and D the diffusion oef ient. Th
measurement errors, fek gN
k=0 are assumed to be i.i.d. zero mean normal variables with varian
e2 , independent of the in rements fwk g. For a xed parti le, we use the same state-spa e mode
but with wk = 0 for all k.
Let n be the number of observed parti les and let ea h parti le i = 1; : : : ; n be diffusing wit
probability p independently of ea h other. Dene the lassi ation variables Zi as
(

Zi =

1 if the i:th parti le is diffusing
0 if the i:th parti le is xed

for i = 1; : : : ; n. We assume that a parti le is either diffusing or xed for the entire sequen e o
N + 1 observations.

The model an now easily be extended to noisy observations of a Brownian motion in
dimensions if we assume the measurement error in ea h dimension to be distributed as fek
above and independent of ea h other. Then, the observations of a parti le follow the state-spa
model (1) in ea h dimension independently of ea h other, and ea h parti le will be assigned
independent oordinate pro esses. Hen eforth, we will however for ease of notation, write as i
d = 1 unless otherwise stated.
The index i = 1; : : : ; n, is used to distinguish between the n parti les. By a subindex i to a
entity, as in Zi, we mean that the entity belongs to the i:th parti le. If the subindex i is negle ted
we mean a generi parti le. The index k = 0; : : : ; N , is used for a generi parti le only, an
orresponds to the dis rete time k in the state-spa e model.
We denote the observed in rements for a parti le by Yk = Sk Sk 1, k = 1; : : : ; N . Th
ovarian e matrix of the in rement ve tor, Y = [Y1 ; : : : ; YN ℄T , be omes

1 = 2I + e2 T
Kwantitatieve Methoden
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5

gC (x ;  2; e2 ; p) = [pf1 (y ;  2; e2 )℄z [(1 p)f0 (y ; e2 )℄1

for a xed parti le, where I is the N  N identity matrix and T is the tri-diagonal matrix

3

2

1 0  0
2 1    0 77
1 2    0 77 :
7

0

0

6 1
6
T =6
6 0
6 ..
4 .

..
.

..
.

...

.. 5
.

0  2

We see from the ovarian e matrix above that the measurement error on the observed positions
indu es a dependen e between the observed in rements, whi h originally, by denition of Brownian motion, were independent.

2.1 Transformation of the in rement ve tor
To make our formulas look ni er in the subsequent se tions, we use some basi linear algebra to
transform the in rement ve tor so that the elements of the transformed ve tors be ome un orrelated.
In (2), 1 has the same eigenve tors as T sin e every ve tor is an eigenve tor to I . If we
denote the eigenvalues of T by k ; k = 1; : : : ; N , then the eigenvalues of 1 are
k
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The probability density fun tion of the omplete data X is

0 = e2 T

2

6

= 2 + e2 k ; k = 1; : : : ; N:

Let U be the matrix with the eigenve tors of T as olumns. Then we an write, by the spe tral
de omposition theorem, T = U U T , where  = diagf1 ; : : : ; N g. If

Y~ = U T Y

(5

for a single generi parti le, where f1 and f0 are the pdf:s of a zero mean N -variate normall
distributed random ve tor with ovarian e matri es 1 = 1 ( 2 ; e2 ) and 0 = 0 (e2 ), respe
tively.
In the d dimensional ase, fi will be a dN -variate normal density with d independent parts
one for ea h dimension, sin e, by assumption, the oordinate pro esses of a parti le are indepen
dent.
The omplete data belongs to an exponential family of distributions (see for example LIND
SEY (1996)). However, if N > 1, whi h typi ally is the ase, the distribution is non-regular, o
urved, sin e the parameter spa e is 3-dimensional and the dimension of the minimal suf ien
statisti is N +2 (see the Appendix for a derivation of this). This holds irrespe tively of how
many dimensions we observe. The ase N = 1 is non-typi al sin e we think of our problem a
studying a video sequen e of images of parti les and as su h we usually observe more than on
in rement.
The probability density of the observed data for a generi parti le, Y , is obtained by integrat
ing (5) over the distribution of Z

g (y ;  2; e2 ; p) = pf1 (y ;  2; e2 ) + (1 p)f0 (y ; e2 );

(6

and we see that our observed data is a nite mixture of two normal omponents. Note howeve
that one of the parameters, e2 , is present in both omponents, whi h is typi ally not the ase fo
nite mixtures. For a thorough a ount on nite mixture models and their appli ations, we refe
to MCLACHLAN and PEEL (2000).

(3)

3 Likelihood Estimation

(4)

We denote the parameter ve tor by  = ( 2 ; e2 ; p). Let be the parameter spa e onsisting o
those  dening valid nite mixture densities (6). In other words, = f = (  2 ; e2 ; p ) 2 R 3
p 2 [0; 1℄;  2 > 0; e2 > 0g. The true parameter point 0 is always assumed to lie in the interior o
, i.e. 0 2 int( ).
The omplete likelihood LC indu ed by the omplete data (observed in rements and lassi
ation variables) from n observed parti les is

is the transformed in rement ve tor, its ovarian e matrix will be diagonal:

VarfY~ g = U T VarfY gU = U T (2 I + e2U U T )U =
= 2 I + e2 = diagf 1; : : : ; N g

z

The analogous is valid for a xed parti le, but with  2 = 0. The dependen e between the
in rements is now hidden in U and , whi h do not depend on  2 or e2 , but only on the length
of the in rement ve tor N , whi h of ourse is known.

2.2 Observed and omplete data
We lassify data into two ategories, observed and unobserved. The observed data onsist of
the noise- orrupted in rement ve tors Yi , i = 1; : : : ; n, while the lassi ation variables Zi are
unobserved. Together, they onstitute the omplete data, denoted by Xi = (Yi ; Zi ), i = 1; : : : ; n.
vol. 72, 2005

LC () =

n
Y
i=1

[ pf1(yi ; 2; e2) ℄zi [ (1 p)f0(yi ; e2) ℄1

zi

(7

However, sin e our observed data onsist of the in rements only, the observed likelihood be
omes
n

L() =

Kwantitatieve Methoden

Y
i=1

pf1 (yi ;  2; e2 ) + (1 p)f0 (yi ; e2 )

(8
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Often with nite mixtures, there is a problem of identiability, i.e. that a permutation of the
parameters in the model yields the same distribution, see DAY (1969), SUNDBERG (1974),
and REDNER and WALKER (1984). In our model, as long as the true parameter 0 lies in the
interior of , we do not have this problem sin e the two distributions in the mixture are not
inter hangeable due to the presen e of e2 in both mixture omponents.

3.1 Existen e of a maximum likelihood estimator
First, we should address the important question of the existen e of a global maximizer of L for
a given set of observations fY1 ; : : : ; Yng. DAY (1969) pointed out that for univariate normal
mixtures, the likelihood is not bounded if both the expe ted values and the varian es of the
mixture omponents are onsidered as unknown parameters. Hen e, with no extra onditions,
a global maximizer does not generally need to exist for normal mixtures. Even though our
present setup of the model does not involve the estimation of a drift term in the diffusion, or
systemati position measurement errors, we will propose a restri tion on the parameter spa e that
will guarantee the existen e of a maximum likelihood estimator even under the natural extension
of the model to non-zero drift omponents of the diffusions.
For 2 (0; 1), the restri ted parameter spa e is dened to be a subset of su h that

0< 

2
e2



1

<1

(9)

holds. We will assume that this holds for some 2 (0; 1), i.e. 0 2 for some 2 (0; 1). The
restri tion is reasonable in the sense that we do not allow the signal-to-noise ratio to be too small,
neither too big.
This kind of restri tion on the parameter spa e, was originally proposed by HATHAWAY
(1985). Here, it will guarantee, that for any 2 (0; 1), the likelihood fun tion will have a global
maximizer for ea h n. In Se tion 4, the restri tion will be used in a suf ient ondition for strong
onsisten y as n approa hes innity (see Theorem 1), where the ondition is su h that we assume
that 0 2 holds for some 2 (0; 1).
Let fY1 ; : : : ; Yn g be a set of observations from the nite mixture spe ied by the
density (6) and let 2 (0; 1). Then, with probability one, there exists a global onstrained
maximizer for L() in .

Lemma 1.

Proof. The idea is to show that

Mats Kvarnström

So, there exist onstants ai and bi su h that K
whi h gives the desired result.
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: a1  e2  a2 ; b1  2  b2 g

e

that the restri tion is not a ne essary ondition for a maximizer to exist, neither is it a suf ien
ondition for a unique global maximizer to exist. It is a suf ient ondition for the likelihood t
be bounded for all  2 , and hen e for a maximum likelihood estimator to exist.
Remark 2: If the number of observations n is larger than three (one more than the number o
mixture omponents), the restri tion (9) of the parameter spa e also gives us the on lusion o
Lemma 1 even under an expanded model with a drift term in the diffusion together with sys
temati position measurement errors, that is, if the mixture omponents have non-zero expe te
values, 1 and 2 , and we need to estimate these as well; just let K be as before on ernin
the parameters  2 and e2 , and with j1 j; j2j  maxi fjjYijjg < 1 (see HATHAWAY (1985))
where jj  jj is the L2 -norm of a ve tor. As mentioned previously, this might turn out to be usefu
if it is ne essary to determine whether systemati effe ts are present or not.

3.2 The EM algorithm

When omputing maximum likelihood estimates for nite mixtures, the EM algorithm is a
appealing method to use. In fa t, although the algorithm got its name and was generalized i
DEMPSTER et al. (1977), it was a tually introdu ed and used, for the spe ial ase of nite mix
tures of exponential distributions as early as in HASSELBLAD (1969). For mixture distributions
the method takes full advantage of the simple stru ture of the omplete likelihood together wit
easily al ulated estimates of the unobserved data, the lassi ation variables. For an overview
of the theory and ontemporary appli ations of the EM algorithm, we refer to MCLACHLAN
and KRISHNAN (1997).
The algorithm is an iterative s heme onsisting of two steps; the expe tation and the maxi
mization step, a ordingly alled the E-step and the M-step. The E-step onsists of estimatin
the unobserved data, whi h in the ase of a mixture are the lassi ation variables. In the M-ste
we maximize the omplete likelihood (7) using the estimated lassi ation variables, Z^i , from
the E-step together with our data Yi . The algorithm hen e be omes:
Assume that (m) is the estimate from the m:th iteration of the EM algorithm.
E-step: For ea h i = 1; : : : ; n, ompute

p(m) f1 (Yi; 1(m) )
Z^i = E m fZijYi g = (m)
(
p f1 (Yi; 1m) ) + (1 p(m) )f0 (Yi ; 0(m) )

2K

for some appropriate, ompa t K  .
With probability one, the in rement ve tors will all be different from the zero ve tor. Therefore all the terms in the likelihood will stay bounded. Also, it will go to zero if both  2 and e2
either go to zero or to innity. By ondition (9) above however, it is enough to show that one of
the two varian es goes to zero or innity; the other varian e will also be for ed to go to zero or
innity, respe tively.

= f 2

Remark 1: A maximum hen e exists, but it does not ne essarily have to be unique for xed n
For p = 0,  2 be omes a free variable. Also, if p = 1 and N = 1, all values of  2 and 
satisfying  2 + 2 2 = for some onstant , are maximum likelihood estimators. Note howeve



sup L() = sup L()

2

8

(



)

M-step: Maximize

E m flog LC ()jY g =
(

)

Kwantitatieve Methoden
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X
i=1

o

Z^i logfpf1 (Yi ;  2; e2 )g + (1 Z^i) logf(1 p)f0(Yi ; e2 )g
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with respe t to  = ( 2 ; e2 ; p), denote the result by (m+1) and go to the E-step.
In this appli ation of the EM algorithm, ea h of the two steps has a probabilisti meaning;
in the E-step we lassify ea h parti le using a quadrati dis riminant rule, and in the M-step we
maximize the omplete likelihood using the lassi ations from the E-step as if lassi ations
from the previous E-step in fa t were the observed data. Note, however, that the estimated
lassi ation variables are not onned to zero or one, but ould be any real number in-between.
As is the ase for most numeri al algorithms for maximizing a fun tion, there is no way of
guaranteeing that we a tually end up in the global maximum. The EM algorithm an guarantee
however, that

L((m+1) )  L((m) )

and sin e in our ase the likelihood is bounded and ontinuous, every sequen e of iterates f(m) g
of the EM algorithm will have a stationary value of L() as a limit point (Theorem 2 of WU
(1983)). This stationary value does of ourse not have to be the global maximum. Nothing more
than this, an in general be said about the (m) -sequen e. For a thorough dis ussion regarding
the onvergen e of the EM algorithm, we refer to the already mentioned work by WU (1983),
whi h is overed also in the review arti le by REDNER and WALKER (1984), and in the general
referen e on the EM algorithm, MCLACHLAN and KRISHNAN (1997).
For the typi al appli ation of the mixture model dis ussed in this arti le, with N usually
larger than 10 and a ratio  2 =e2 larger than 1=2, simulations show that the EM algorithm works
suf iently well, both on erning the number of steps of the iteration until onvergen e to a
stationary point of the likelihood fun tion, and with respe t to its ability to onverge to the same
estimate ^ regardless of starting value 0 ; see the simulation study in Se tion 5.

4 Asymptoti s
Is this se tion we study the asymptoti properties of the maximum likelihood estimator as the
number of parti les n grows large. It turns out that the estimator is both strongly onsistent
and asymptoti ally normal. This ase is not overed in the literature probably sin e one of the
parameters is present in both mixture omponents. In addition, many authors ompa tify the
parameter spa e in order to get asymptoti results, see e.g. CHENG and LIU (2001) We do not
want to do this, be ause we feel that it imposes an unnatural restri tion on the parameter spa e.
For N = 1, SUNDBERG (1974) gives the onsisten y and asymptoti normality of the
maximum likelihood estimator ^n , under the single ondition that the information matrix I () is
positive denite at the true parameter point 0 . Sin e Lemma 2 below says that this is true for all
0 2 int( ), we are a tually done for N = 1, both with onsisten y and asymptoti normality.
Hen e, what is left to prove is onsisten y and asymptoti normality for N > 1. REDNER
and WALKER (1984) dis uss this issue for mixtures of distributions but only for regular exponential distributions and when the parameters of separate mixture omponents are mutually
independent. Some modi ations are thus needed.
vol. 72, 2005
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4.1 Consisten y

To prove onsisten y of the maximum likelihood estimator for general N , we verify that th
lassi al onditions for onsisten y of WALD (1949) are satised for the mixture density in (6
when the true parameter is in . In the pro ess, we use results from REDNER (1981).
onsisten y). Let the true parameter point 0 be in
and let ^n be the global maximizer of L() over , for ea h n. Then

Theorem 1 (Strong

for some

2 (0; 1

Pf^n ! 0 as n ! 1g = 1

Proof. Wald's onditions are enumerated as in REDNER (1981) to 1 through 6. For the spe i

ation of these onditions, we refer the reader to that arti le.
Conditions 1,2,4' and 5 are satised for and the mixture omponent densities f1 and f0
Inspe tion of the proof of Redner's Theorem 5 shows that Conditions 2 and 4 also are satise
for the mixture density (6). If we restri t to as dened in (9), then also Conditions 3 and
are satised, giving us the result by applying Theorems 1 and 2 from WALD (1949).

Remark 1: The extra ondition (9) is used, rst to prove that a maximum likelihood estimato
exists for all n, and se ond, to prove that Condition 3 of REDNER (1981) is satised, i.e. tha
L(i ) ! 0 when d(0 ; i ) ! 1, where d means Eu lidean distan e.
Remark 2: Under the restri ted parameter spa e, , Wald's onditions 1-6 are satised eve
under the previously mentioned expanded model with a drift term in the diffusion and systemati
position measurement errors, that is, if the mixture omponents have non-zero expe ted value
and we need to estimate them as well.

4.2 Asymptoti normality

Suf ient onditions for the asymptoti normality of the maximum likelihood estimator ^n a
be found in for example Theorem 5.23 of VAN DER VAART (1999). Sin e we have onsisten
and log g (y ; ) is smooth, what remains to be proved is that the mapping  7! E0 log g (Y ; 
admits a se ond order Taylor expansion around 0 2 int( ) with non-singular se ond derivativ
matrix. In other words, we have to prove that the information matrix I (0 ) is positive denite
This is the result of Lemma 2 below, so Theorem 2 is a onsequen e of that.
Theorem 2 (Asymptoti

normality).

Assume the true parameter 0 2 int(
ally normal, i.e.

(0; 1). Then the maximum likelihood estimator ^n is asymptoti
n1=2 (^n

D
0 ) !
N (0; I (0 ) 1 )

) for some 2

(10

as n ! 1.

The restri tion to

is needed only to guarantee onsisten y; the positive deniteness o
an be seen from the next lemma.
Below, we denote the gradient of a fun tion f with respe t to  by  f . We also refrain from
writing down the arguments of the fun tions when no risk of ambiguity exists.

I () is in fa t valid for all  2 int( ) as
Kwantitatieve Methoden
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The information matrix I () is positive denite for all  2 int(

Proof. Positive deniteness of I () means that

).

I ()a > 0, for all a 2
is the varian e of the s ore fun tion  log g (Y ; ), we interpret aT I ()a as the varian e of the
linear ombination aT  log g (Y ; ). Hen e, what we have to prove is that
aT

R 3 nf0g. Sin e I ()

VarfaT  log g(Y ; )g > 0

for all a 2 R 3 nf0g.
Assume the opposite. Then we have, with probability one, that

aT  log g (Y ; ) = 0

(11)

for some a 2 R 3 nf0g sin e the mean of the s ore is zero. Writing out the omponents of the
s ore fun tion  log g (Y ; ), we have

p   f1

 log g =

Mats Kvarnström

Remark: Noti e that (12) is satised for non-zero a if p = 0. This is also what we would expe
sin e then we have no information on  2 . Also, if N = 1, then k2 (Y ) = 1 k1 (Y ), so if p = 1
(12) is satised as long as a1 + 1 a2 = 0 and a3 = 0.

4.3 Complete data asymptoti s

In appli ations the parti les may have already been labelled manually as diffusing or xed, i.e
we have been given the omplete data. If this is the ase, the asymptoti properties of the esti
mator be ome easier to verify, mainly be ause the likelihood is a produ t of probability densit
fun tions.
After some elementary, but fairly umbersome, al ulations we obtain

2

IC () = 64

2

pf1 + (1 p)f0
p ef1 + (1 p) ef0
e log g =
pf1 + (1 p)f0
f1 f 0
p log g =
pf1 + (1 p)f0
2

12

dp PN
1
2 k=1 (2 +k e2 )2
dp PN
k
2 k=1 (2 +k e2 )2

2

2

2

where



N
1X
y~k2
2
2 k=1 ( + k e2)2
N 
k y~k2
1X
ef1 =
2
2 k=1 ( + k e2)2
2



N 1
f (y ; e2 ) = k3 (y )f0 (y ; e2 )
2 e2 0

Equation (11) an be written as

i

h

h

a1 p  f1 + a2 p ef1 + (1 p) ef0 + a3 f1
2

2

(13

4.4 Note on a further generalization

k
f (y ;  2; e2 ) = k2 (y )f1 (y ;  2; e2 )
 2 + k e2 1

ef0 =

1
p(1 p)



2

N 2
1 X
y~k
2
2
2(e ) k=1 k

0



1
f (y ;  2; e2 ) = k1 (y )f1 (y ;  2; e2 )
 2 + k e2 1



2

3

0
0 75

for the expe ted information matrix to the omplete data. It an be seen, by applying the Cau hy
S hwarz inequality on the upper-left 2 by 2 matrix, to be positive denite for all  2 int( ).
For 0 2 int( ) we get strong onsisten y dire tly from WALD (1949) even without th
restri tion on the parameter spa e. Furthermore, sin e IC (0 ) is positive denite, all ondition
for asymptoti normality are satised.

2

 f1 =

0

dp PN
k
k=1 (2 +k e2 )2
2k
Nd(1 p)
k=1 (2 +k e2 )2 + 2(e2 )2

2
dp PN

2

After re-arranging in terms of f1 and f0 and noti ing that f1 (Y )
one for all  2 int( ), we see that this is equivalent to

i

f0 = 0:

6= f0(Y ) > 0 with probability

(

a1 p k1(Y ) + a2 p k2 (Y ) + a3 = 0
(12)
a2 (1 p)k3(Y ) a3 = 0
For N > 1, sin e k1 (Y ), k2 (Y ), and k3 (Y ) are linearly independent and non-zero with probability one for all  2 int( ), equation (12), and hen e equation (11), is satised only if a is zero,
and we have a ontradi tion. For N = 1, even though k2 = 1 k1 , we still have that k1 (Y ) and
k3 (Y ) are linearly independent, whi h suf es to arrive at the same on lusion.
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An interesting arti le with relevan e to our problem, is KIEFER and WOLFOWITZ (1956). I
deals with the onsisten y of a maximum likelihood estimator when there are innitely man
in idental parameters present. These in idental parameters ould be, in a generalization of ou
problem, the varian e of the Brownian motion  2 if all diffusing parti les have different diffusio
oef ients. This orresponds to a so- alled poly-disperse solution in ontrast to our presen
problem, whi h is mono-disperse (every parti le has the same diffusion oef ient).
Assume that for ea h i = 1; : : : ; n, we have that Yi is N -variate normally distributed random
variable with mean zero and ovarian e matrix i = Ii2 + T e2 . Then, following the languag
of KIEFER and WOLFOWITZ (1956), the i2 :s are the in idental parameters and e2 the param
eter (even though, in our ontext, these names are misleading sin e we onsider it to be the othe
way round). Noti e that if the i2 :s are onstants and different for ea h i we only observe on
in rement ve tor Yi for ea h i2 . Obviously the estimates of the i2 :s an not be onsistent. I
turns out, however, that if we onsider i2 , i = 1; : : : ; n, to be independent random variables wit
ommon (but unknown) distribution fun tion F , then, under ertain assumptions on F , the max
imum likelihood estimator of F onverges to F at every point of ontinuity. Also, the maximum
likelihood estimator of e2 is strongly onsistent.
The model dis ussed in this arti le is of ourse a spe ial ase of these i2 oming from a
unknown distribution fun tion F . This distribution has only two values; zero, for the xe
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parti les, and  2 , for the diffusing parti les. In other words, F an be written as

F (x) =
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omplete likelihood. Intuitively, the rst term in (16) orresponds to the observed informatio
from the omplete data given the estimated values of the unobserved data Zi , and the se on
term orresponds to the missing information due to the fa t that Zi was in fa t not observed.
Using this, the observed information matrix at the estimate be omes

8
<0

when x < 0
1
p when 0  x <  2
:1
when  2  x

2

33:75
52:75
0
2
33:72
= 4 52:59
0:090

I ( ^ 2 ; ^ 2 ; p^ ; Y ) = 4

5 Appli ation

e

As an appli ation of the model, we estimated the diffusion oef ient of the diffusing parti les in
Figure 1. Here, the positions of the 26 parti les were estimated in two dimensions in ea h image
using a simple ir le dete tion algorithm and the resulting traje tories are displayed in Figure 1.
The total number of frames were 12, so N = 11. By manual inspe tion, we on luded that the
three parti les in Figure 1 numbered 3, 5, and 18, were xed. The remaining 23 were lassied
as diffusing parti les.

5.1 Results
We applied the EM algorithm to the observed data with initial value 0 =(1 ; 1 ; 0:5). We stopped
when the hange of the Zi :s between two onse utive E-steps was smaller than 10 6 . This riterion was satised after 3 steps with the resulting maximum likelihood estimates ^ with elements

^ 2 = 2:2058
^e2 = 0:3172
p^ = 0:8847

(14)

where the unit for the rst two is the square of the side length of a pixel.The estimated lassi ation variables Z^i, dened as the onditional expe tation of Zi given Yi at parameter point ^,
were

Z^3 = 2:473  10 3
Z^5 = 1:528  10 5
Z^18 = 1:049  10 5
Z^i = 1:000 otherwise

(15)

in good orresponden e with our manual lassi ation.

5.2 Observed information matrix

The observed information at the maximum likelihood estimate ^, an be written as
I (^; y ) = IC (^; y ) [E fSC (X ; )SCT (X ; )jy )g℄=^

52:75
476:6
0
52:59
475:9
0:405

with inverse

by using a result from LOUIS (1982), where IC (; y ) = E fIC (; x)jY = y g, the onditional
expe tation of the omplete data given Y = y , and SC (x; ) =  log LC (), the s ore of the
vol. 72, 2005

2

3

2

(17

3

0:0358 0:0040 0:0000
0:0040 0:0025 0:0000 5 :
I
e
0:0000 0:0000 0:0039
This gives us an approximate varian e of the estimate of ^ 2 equal to
1 ( ^ 2 ; ^ 2 ; p^ ; Y ) = 4

Varf^ 2g ' 0:0358:

(18

(19

Note that some elements in the matrix in (17) are lose to zero. The reason for this is tha
the estimated lassi ation variables in (15) are very lose to their true values of zero or one
in other words, we are very lose to our manual lassi ation, whi h orresponds to havin
omplete data. Compare this with the zero elements of the omplete information matrix in (13)

5.3 Comparing the estimate with the theoreti al diffusion oef ient
The estimated ^ 2 above orresponds to an estimated diffusion oef ient of
D^ = 0:893 m2=s;

where we used the relationship between diffusion varian e and diffusion oef ient,  2 = 2D
and s aling to m. Here,  =0.040 s is the time interval between observations, and ea h pixe
orresponds to a square with side M =180 nm.
If we assume normality, motivated by the asymptoti normality result of Se tion 4.2 when n
is suf iently large, we get an approximate 95% onden e interval of D of

D = D^  1:96 
(16)

3

0:034 0:153 0:090
0
0 5 4 0:153 0:691 0:405 5
0:090 0:405 0:240
254:9
3
0:090
0:405 5
254:7

M2 p
:0358 = :893  :150 m2 =s:
2

(20

The theoreti al diffusion oef ient is given by Stoke-Einstein's relation (see for exampl
EVANS and WENNERSTRÖM (1999) pages 370-372)

D=
Kwantitatieve Methoden
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Figure 2: The histograms of the estimates of  2 and e2 using the EM algorithm from 1000
simulations using 2.2058 and 0.3172 as true values.

60

40
47

20

where kB is Bolzmann's onstant,  the vis osity of the solution, T the temperature and RH the
hydrologi al radius of the parti le. The appropriate values for the vis osity and temperature are
 =0.9 mPa and T =298 K. The geometri radius of the parti les are 247 nm and this is used as
the hydrologi al radius, even if the latter is often a bit larger than the former. Plugging all this
into (21), we get

D = 0:982 m2=s;

whi h is within the 95% onden e interval of (20).

We simulated 1000 realizations with 26 parti les, of whi h 3 were xed, over 12 frames in two
dimensions, with the estimated values of  2 = 2:2058 and e2 = 0:3172 from (14) as the true
diffusion varian e and error varian e. For ea h time series, we estimated  2 , e2 and p using the
EM algorithm. However, sin e the number of xed parti les is 3 in ea h sequen e, the estimate
of p is not very interesting and will therefore not be displayed.
The histograms of the estimated values are displayed in Figure 2. The sample mean and
ovarian e matrix of the 1000 estimates of  2 and e2 were

^ 2 = 2:2054
^e2 = 0:3185


:0348
:0040
:0040 :0027

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

Figure 3: Simulated sequen e of 50 parti les of whi h 10 are xed (the numbered ones) an
where  2 = e2 = 1 and N = 20, with the start positions taken uniformly on the square
Compare with the orresponding lassi ation variables in Figure 4.

5.5 More simulations

5.4 Simulation of the approximate distribution of the estimates

and

0



in good agreement with the true values of  2 = 2:2058 and e2 = 0:3172 and the upper-left blo k
of the inverse of the observed information matrix in (18).
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In the example of Figure 1, it is easy to manually lassify parti les as either diffusing of xe
sin e the measurement error is small ompared to the diffusion varian e. To see what the situ
ation looks like when the signal-to-noise ratio is signi antly lower, we simulated 40 diffusin
parti les with  2 = 1 together with 10 xed parti les, all observed under measurement error wit
e2 = 1. The number of observed in rements, N , was 20.
The resulting observed traje tories are displayed in Figure 3, where the starting positions hav
been hosen uniformly on the square. Clearly, here it is mu h harder to determine by eye, whi
parti les are a tually xed, ompared to the situation in Figure 1. However, using the analysi
developed here, we are able to lassify all the parti les orre tly, by whi h we mean that th
estimated lassi ation variables are within 0.5 of their true value. The estimated lassi atio
variables for this sequen e are displayed in Figure 4 where the rst 40 orrespond to diffusin
parti les and the last 10 to xed. The EM algorithm onverged in 7 or 8 iterations. Also, i
onverged to the same estimate of  as we varied the initial parameter 0 over 20 different values
To ondu t a more thorough analysis of the behaviour of the EM algorithm for this model, w
simulated 100 independent data sets, ea h onsisting of 100 parti les of whi h 20 where xed
for different values of  2 , e2 , and N . Table 1 shows the result. As an be seen, the metho
manages to estimate the varian es  2 and e2 appropriately, and that it is robust for all signal-to
noise ratios when the observation length is large. However, for small observation lengths, bot
the number of mis lassi ations and the number of EM iterations, be ome large if the signal-to
Kwantitatieve Methoden
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1

^ 2

0.9

0.8

n=100

0.7

Zi

0.6

0.5

0.4

 2 = 3, e2 = 1 10

3.01
3.02
2.99

.188
.121
.088

0.99
1.00
1.00

.061
.047
.031

11
3.2
1.0

0.9
0.0
0

 2 = 2, e2 = 1 10

1.98
2.01
2.00

.141
.091
.061

1.01
1.01
1.00

.068
.046
.028

13
5.6
1.3

2.5
0.1
0

 2 = 1, e2 = 1 10

1.01
1.00
1.00

.088
.054
.037

1.00
0.99
1.00

.054
.036
.027

19
8.0
2.9

6.4
0.8
0

 2 = 1, e2 = 2 10

1.00
1.00
1.00

.114
.068
.044

2.00
2.00
2.00

.094
.058
.044

33
12
5.0

13
3.0
0.1

 2 = 1, e2 = 3 10

1.00
1.00
1.00

.131
.071
.058

3.00
3.01
2.99

.128
.082
.059

501
14
7.8

17
5.4
0.4

0.1
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15

20

25
i

30

35
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45
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Figure 4: The estimated lassi ation variables for the sequen e in Figure 3. The rst 40 orrespond to diffusing parti les and the last 10 to xed parti les.

noise ratio is not suf iently high. Although not presented in Table 1, it should be mentioned
that the only effe t different starting values 0 had on the onvergen e of the EM algorithm, was
to in rease or de rease the number of iterations needed until onvergen e, by one or two steps.
Taking all of this into onsideration, the EM algorithm is learly an appli able method for
these kind of data sets, failing only to onverge within 100 iterations when N = 10 and the
signal-to-noise ratio is 1/3.

In Se tion 4 we proved that the estimator ^n is asymptoti ally normal as n goes to innity. In
appli ations, one might wonder for how small n it is reasonable to approximate the distribution
of ^n by the normal distribution. Looking at the histograms of Figure 2, it seems that, at least for
the estimated parameter values from the example traje tories of Figure 1, this is the ase for the
relatively small population size of n = 26.
To investigate this further, we simulated 1000 independent sequen es where N = 10, ea h
with n = 10 parti les, of whi h 2 were xed, and where the true parameters were  2 = 2 and
e2 = 1. For ea h sequen e, we estimated  2 , e2 , and p but, as before, sin e the number of xed
parti les was non-random, we do not in lude the estimate of p in the analysis. We al ulated the
generalized distan e

d2m = (m

)S 1 (m

# of EM # of mis lassiiterations
 ations

mean std

0.2

0

^e2

mean std

20
40

0.3

0

N

)T ; m = 1; : : : ; 1000

where m is the ve tor onsisting of the nal estimates of  2 and e2 from the m:th simulated
sequen e, and where  and S are the sample mean and the sample ovarian e matrix, respe tively,
of the 1000 estimates of  2 and e2 . If the estimates m are normally distributed, ea h d2m is 2 distributed with 2 degrees of freedom. In Figure 5, we have plotted both the empiri al umulative
distribution together with the distribution fun tion of a 22 -distribution. The gure suggests that
even for population sizes as small as n = 10, the estimates seem to be lose to the normal
distribution. The results were similar for other ombinations of true parameters  2 and e2 .
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20
40
20
40

20
40

20
40

1

Here, for 7 of the simulated sequen es, the EM algorithm failed to

onverge within 100 iterations.

Table 1: Comparison of the estimates of  2 and e2 , with the orresponding standard deviations
the average number of EM iterations, and the average number of mis lassi ations, for 10
realizations of simulations with n = 100 parti les, of whi h 20 were xed, for different value
of  2 , e2 , and N .

6 Dis ussion

When omparing the estimated lassi ation variables to the plotted traje tories, we see tha
our method indeed manages to lassify the parti les orre tly for this data set. In addition
the theoreti al diffusion oef ient derived from Stoke-Einstein's relation is within the 95%
onden e interval of the estimated diffusion oef ient. These two results, in ombination wit
the simulation study in Se tion 5, demonstrate the ef ien y of the method and are en ouragin
for the future analysis of larger data sets of this kind.
We should, however, keep in mind the dis rete nature of the observed traje tories; the imag
pro essing used for this image sequen e only positioned parti les up to pixel level. Hen e, th
observed likelihood, here based on ontinuous spatial data, ould be modied to take this int
onsideration. Alternatively, the image pro essing ould be rened to obtain sub-pixel a ura y
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of n = 10 parti les, of whi h 2 were xed, when N = 10 and the true parameter values were
 2 = 2 and e2 = 1.
Nevertheless, the main result in this paper is the theoreti al analysis and the data should primarily
be onsidered as an illustrative example of an appli ation of the method.
A natural question arises on the possibility for the parti les to hange states during the observation period of N + 1 images; that is, from diffusing to xed or from xed to diffusing. For
olloidal parti les like those in Figure 1, at least the latter possibility is believed to be highly
unlikely; on e a parti le has be ome adsorbed on one of the spe imen glasses, it ontinues to be
so for the duration of the experiment. To hange from diffusing to xed is of ourse possible, but
for the observation lengths we have studied so far, this has also been ruled out; remember that
N equal to 11 orresponds to a total observation length of 440 ms. After future renements of
the image pro essing part however, we plan to look at far larger observation lengths and then the
s enario of a parti le getting stu k be omes more likely. The model must then be modied and
one alternative might be a hidden Markov model.
Another way to generalize the model, would be to allow for the parti les to have different
sizes and hen e different diffusion oef ients, as dis ussed in Se tion 4.4. If we regard the
diffusion oef ients as random variables from a ommon (but unknown) distribution the task
would then be to estimate the distribution of the diffusion oef ients rather than the a tual
diffusion oef ients. Another, simpler and more dire t, alternative is to allow for two or three
lasses of parti les, ea h with a xed (but unknown) diffusion varian e.
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Appendix: Suf ient statisti s

Consider the omplete data density (5) with observed traje tories in d dimension. Take th
logarithm and let Y~lk denote the k:th element of the transformed in rement ve tor (see se
tion 2.1) of the l:th dimension traje tory. We get

P

N
N
2
X
X
log gC = z log p z d2 log(2 + k e2) z2 2 +l y~lk2 +
k e
k=1
k=1
N
dX

N X
d
 1
X
z
y~2

G. MCLACHLAN and D. PEEL. Finite mixture models. Wiley-Inters ien e, New York, rst
edition, 2000.

=

R. REDNER. Note on the onsisten y of the maximum likelihood estimate for nonidentiable
distributions. Ann. Statist., 9:225228, 1981.

+ z log

R.A. REDNER and H.F WALKER. Mixture densities, maximum likelihood and the EM algorithm. SIAM Rev., 26:195239, 1984.

k=1



l=1

1
2 2 + k e2

lk

 p 

N
dX

1 p

2 k=1

tN = z
tN +1 =

C.F.J. WU. On the onvergen e properties of the EM algorithm. Ann. Statist., 11:95103, 1983.
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2 

l=1

 X
d N

2 k=1

lk

log(k e2 ) log(1 p)

an be hosen to be
d
X
y~2

l1

l=1

..
.

A. WALD. Note on the onsisten y of the maximum likelihood estimate. Ann. Math. Statist.,
20:595601, 1949.

2e2 k=1 k

k e

t1 = z

A.W. VAN DER VAART. Asymptoti Statisti s. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, U.K.,
rst edition, 1999.

N
d

1 z X
1 X
y~2

 2
log  + 2k e

and we see that a minimal suf ient statisti

R. SUNDBERG. Maximum likelihood theory for in omplete data from an exponential family.
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P

N
2
1 zX
l y~lk
2 k=1 k e2

+ (1 z) log(1 p) (1 z) 2 log(k e2)
k=1

d
X
y~2

lN

l=1
N
X
k=1

d

1 z X
y~2

k

tN +2 = z

l=1

lk

with the orresponding anoni al parameter

=

1

..
.

1 1
2 2 + 1e2

= 1 2 1 2
2  + N e
1
N +1 =
22
N

e

N +2
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whi h is a fun tion of our parameter . Sin e this is 3-dimensional and the suf ient statisti s
is (N + 2)-dimensional, we say that the omplete data belongs to a urved exponential family
or, with the terminology of BARNDORFF-NIELSEN and COX (1994), a (N +2; 3)-exponential
model.
Solving for p in the expression for N +2 above, we get

p=

e

N +2

1+e

QN  2 +k e2 d=2
k=1
k e2
d=2 =
Q  2
2

N +2

N
 +k e
k=1
k e2

e

N +2

1+e

QN  N +1 d=2
k=1 k k
d=2
Q 

N +2

N
N +1
k=1 k k

and we an write the logarithm of the omplete data density as

log gC =
where

k( )

Tt

(22)

= () and k be omes
d
k( ) = log(N + 1)

2

dN

2

log( 2

N +1 ) + log



1+e

N +2

N 
Y

 
N +1 d=2

k=1 k k

(23)

From standard theory of exponential families, we get the umulants of the suf ient statisti s by
2
differentiating k( ). In parti ular, we have ET = k and VarfT g =   k T , whi h we denote 
and V , respe tively.
The expe tation of the suf ient statisti s an be written

2
6
6

dp( 2 + 1 e2 )
..
.

3
7
7

ET = 666 dp(2 + N e2 ) 777
4 d(1

p)Ne2 5
p
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